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BTEC Specialist qualification titles covered by this
specification
Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Award in Graphic Design
Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Certificate in Graphic Design
Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Diploma in Graphic Design
Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Award in Graphic Design
Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Certificate in Graphic Design
Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Graphic Design
These qualifications have been accredited to the Qualifications and Credit
Framework (QCF) and are eligible for public funding as determined by the
Department for Education (DfE) under Sections 96 and 97 of the Learning and
Skills Act 2000.
The qualification titles listed above feature in the funding lists published annually by
the DfE and the regularly updated website www.education.gov.uk/. The QCF
Qualifications Accreditation Number (QAN) should be used by centres when they
wish to seek public funding for their learners. Each unit within a qualification will
also have a QCF unit code.
The QCF qualification and unit codes will appear on learners’ final certification
documentation.
The Qualification Accreditation Numbers for the qualifications in this publication are:
Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Award in Graphic Design

501/0579/6

Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Certificate in Graphic Design

501/0580/2

Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Diploma in Graphic Design

501/1063/9

Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Award in Graphic Design

501/0577/2

Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Certificate in Graphic Design

501/0578/4

Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Graphic Design

501/0576/0

These qualification titles will appear on learners’ certificates. Learners need to be
made aware of this when they are recruited by the centre and registered with
Edexcel.
These qualifications are accredited by Ofqual as being Stand Alone/Additional and
Specialist Learning within 14-19 Diplomas.

Welcome to BTEC Levels 1 and 2
Awards/Certificates/Diplomas in Graphic Design
(QCF)
We are delighted to introduce our new qualifications, which will be available for
teaching from September 2010. These qualifications have been revised and
conform with the requirements of the new QCF (Qualifications and Credit
Framework).

Focusing on the BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Awards/Certificates/Diplomas in
Graphic Design (QCF)
This document contains the units and associated guidance for the Edexcel BTEC
Levels 1 and 2 Awards, Certificates and Diplomas in Graphic Design as revised for
the Qualifications Credit Framework (QCF). This issue retains the previous content
for the Levels 1 and 2 Awards, Certificates and Diplomas in Graphics. The
associated Level 3 Award, Certificate and Diploma in Graphic Design are published
separately as Additional and Specialist Learning for the Advanced Diploma in
Creative and Media.
These qualifications are designed to meet a range of different needs. They offer:

•

maximum flexibility with programmes of 60, 180 or 360 hours

•

the opportunity to certificate smaller blocks of learning, which are designed to
motivate learners and encourage widening participation in education and
training

•

courses that relate to the particular training and employment patterns in the
graphic design industry

•

the opportunity to use a range of teaching methods

•

opportunities for learners to develop skills that support career and professional
development

•

programmes that can enable progression either to higher levels of study or to
other courses at the same level of study.

Straightforward to implement, teach and assess
Implementing BTECs couldn’t be easier. They are designed to easily fit into your
curriculum and can be studied independently or alongside existing qualifications, to
suit the interests and aspirations of learners. The clarity of assessment makes
grading learner attainment simpler.

Engaging for everyone
Learners of all abilities flourish when they can apply their own knowledge, skills and
enthusiasm to a subject. BTEC qualifications make explicit the link between
theoretical learning and the world of work by giving learners the opportunity to
apply their research, skills and knowledge to work-related contexts and case
studies. These applied and practical BTEC approaches give all learners the impetus
they need to achieve and the skills they require for workplace or education
progression.

Recognition
BTECs are understood and recognised by a large number of organisations in a wide
range of sectors. BTEC qualifications are developed with key industry
representatives and Sector Skills Councils (SSC) to ensure that they meet employer
and learner needs – in this case Creative and Cultural Skills, the Sector Skills
Council for crafts, cultural heritage, design, literature, music, performing, and
visual arts, the Design Council, and Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for the
creative media industries. Many industry and professional bodies offer successful
BTEC learners exemptions for their own accredited qualifications.

All you need to get started
To help you off to a flying start, we’ve developed an enhanced specification that
gives you all the information you need to start teaching BTEC. This includes:

•

a framework of equivalencies, so you can see how this qualification compares
with other Edexcel vocational qualifications

•

information on rules of combination, structures and quality assurance, so you
can deliver the qualification with confidence

•

explanations of the content’s relationship with the learning outcomes

•

guidance on assessment, and what the learner must produce to achieve the
unit.

Don’t forget that we’re always here to offer curriculum and qualification updates,
local training and network opportunities, advice, guidance and support.
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What are BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Specialist
qualifications?
BTEC Specialist qualifications are qualifications at Entry Level to Level 3 in the
Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF) and are designed to provide specialist
work-related qualifications in a range of sectors. They give learners the knowledge,
understanding and skills that they need to prepare for employment. The
qualifications also provide career development opportunities for those already in
work. Consequently they provide a course of study for full-time or part-time
learners in schools, colleges and training centres.
BTEC Specialist qualifications provide much of the underpinning knowledge and
understanding for the National Occupational Standards for the sector, where these
are appropriate. They are supported by the relevant Standards Setting Body (SSB)
or Sector Skills Council (SSC). A number of BTEC Specialist qualifications are
recognised as the knowledge components of Apprenticeships Frameworks. They
attract achievement and attainment table points that equate to similar-sized
general qualifications.
On successful completion of a BTEC Specialist qualification, learners can progress to
or within employment and/or continue their study in the same, or related vocational
area.
Care needs to be exercised when registering learners as the titling conventions and
titles for the revised QCF versions of the BTEC Level 2 Firsts and BTEC Level 3
Nationals have changed.
The QCF is a framework which awards credit for qualifications and units and aims to
present qualifications in a way that is easy to understand and measure. It enables
learners to gain qualifications at their own pace along flexible routes.
There are three sizes of qualification in the QCF:

•

Award (1 to 12 credits)

•

Certificate (13 to 36 credits)

•

Diploma (37 credits and above).

Every unit and qualification in the framework will have a credit value.
The credit value of a unit specifies the number of credits that will be awarded to a
learner who has achieved the learning outcomes of the unit.
The credit value of a unit is based on:

•

one credit for those learning outcomes achievable in 10 hours of learning

•

learning time – defined as the time taken by learners at the level of the unit, on
average, to complete the learning outcomes of the unit to the standard
determined by the assessment criteria.

The credit value of the unit will remain constant in all contexts, regardless of the
assessment method used for the qualification(s) to which it contributes.
Learning time should address all learning (including assessment) relevant to the
learning outcomes, regardless of where, when and how the learning has taken
place.
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Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Awards
The Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Awards provide an introduction to the skills,
qualities and knowledge that may be required for employment in a particular
vocational sector.

Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Certificates
The Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Certificates extend the work-related focus from
the Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Awards and cover some of the knowledge and
practical skills required for a particular vocational sector.
The Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Certificates offer an engaging programme for
those who are clear about the vocational area they want to learn more about.
These learners may wish to extend their programme through the study of a related
GCSE, a complementary NVQ or other related vocational or personal and social
development qualification. These learning programmes can be developed to allow
learners to study complementary qualifications without duplication of content.
For adult learners the Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Certificates can extend their
knowledge and understanding of work in a particular sector. It is a suitable
qualification for those wishing to change career or move into a particular area of
employment following a career break.

Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Diplomas
The Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Diplomas extend the work-related focus from the
Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Certificates. There is potential for the qualifications to
give learners a good grounding in professional and employment practices and they
are suitable for those who have decided that they wish to enter a specific area of
work.

Key features of the Edexcel BTEC Levels1 and 2 in Graphic Design
At Level 1 the focus is on the basic skills and knowledge required to work as a
graphic designer. At Level 2 learners will build on and develop their skills, and begin
to extend their knowledge into understanding.
Obviously a learner following a Diploma, whether at Level 1 or Level 2, will develop
a wider range of skills, knowledge and understanding than a learner following a
Certificate or Award.
The Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 in Graphic Design have been developed to give
learners the opportunity to:

•

engage in learning that is relevant to them and which will provide opportunities
to develop a range of skills and techniques in graphic design, and the personal
skills and attributes essential for successful performance in working life

•

achieve a nationally recognised Level 1 or 2 vocationally related qualification in
Graphic Design

•

possibly progress to employment in a graphic design-related job

•

progress to related general and/or vocational qualifications.

2
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National Occupational Standards
Where relevant, Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 qualifications are designed to provide
some of the underpinning knowledge and understanding for the National
Occupational Standards (NOS), as well as developing practical skills in preparation
for work and possible achievement of NVQs in due course. NOS form the basis of
National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs). Edexcel BTEC Levels I and 2 (QCF)
qualifications do not purport to deliver occupational competence in the sector,
which should be demonstrated in a work context.
Each unit in the specification identifies links to elements of the NOS in Annexe C.
The Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Awards, Certificates and Diplomas in Graphic
Design relate to the following National Occupational Standards:
Creative and Cultural Skills
Design
Skillset
Animation
Design for the Moving Image
Interactive Media and Computer Games
Photo Imaging.
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Rules of combination
The rules of combination specify the credits that need to be achieved, through the
completion of particular units, for the qualification to be awarded. All accredited
qualifications within the QCF have rules of combination.

Rules of combination for the Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 qualifications in
Graphic Design
When combining units for Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 in Graphic Design, it is
the centre’s responsibility to ensure that the following rules of combination are
adhered to.

Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Award in Graphic Design
1

Qualification credit value: a minimum of 10 credits.

2

Minimum credit to be achieved at, or above, the level of the qualification:
10 credits.

3

All credits must be achieved from the units listed in this specification.

Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Certificate in Graphic Design
1

Qualification credit value: a minimum of 30 credits.

2

Minimum credit to be achieved at, or above, the level of the qualification:
30 credits.

3

All credits must be achieved from the units listed in this specification.

Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Diploma in Graphic Design
1

Qualification credit value: a minimum of 60 credits.

2

Minimum credit to be achieved at, or above, the level of the qualification:
60 credits.

3

All credits must be achieved from the units listed in this specification.

4
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Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Award in Graphic Design
The Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Award in Graphic Design is a 10-credit and 60-guidedlearning-hour (GLH) qualification.
To achieve the whole qualification, a learner must successfully complete 10 credits
from the following specialist optional units.
Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Award in Graphic Design
Unit

Specialist optional units

Credit

Level

1

Graphic Materials, Techniques and Processes

10

1

2

Visual Language in Graphic Design

10

1

3

Letterforms and Words in Graphic Design

10

1

4

Formal Drawing Techniques

10

1

5

Digital Media in Art and Design

10

1

6

Working to Graphic Design Briefs

10

1

Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Certificate in Graphic Design
The Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Certificate in Graphic Design is a 30-credit and
180-guided-learning-hour (GLH) qualification.
To achieve the whole qualification, a learner must successfully complete 30 credits
from the following specialist optional units. A minimum of 20 credits must come
from Group A.
Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Certificate in Graphic Design
Unit

Specialist optional units – Group A (minimum 20
credits)

Credit

Level

1

Graphic Materials, Techniques and Processes

10

1

2

Visual Language in Graphic Design

10

1

3

Letterforms and Words in Graphic Design

10

1

4

Formal Drawing Techniques

10

1

5

Digital Media in Art and Design

10

1

6

Working to Graphic Design Briefs

10

1

Unit

Specialist optional units - Group B (no minimum
credit)

7

Presenting Creative Work

10

1

8

Drawing Materials and Techniques

10

1

9

Animation Processes and Techniques

10

1

10

Creative Use of Materials, Techniques and Processes

10

1

11

Explore Artists’ and Designers’ Work

10

1
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Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Diploma in Graphic Design
The Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Diploma in Graphic Design is a 60-credit and 360-guidedlearning-hour (GLH) qualification.
To achieve the whole qualification, a learner must successfully complete 60 credits
from the following specialist optional units. A minimum of 40 credits must come
from Group A.
Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Certificate in Graphic Design
Unit

Specialist optional units – Group A (minimum 40
credits)

Credit

Level

1

Graphic Materials, Techniques and Processes

10

1

2

Visual Language in Graphic Design

10

1

3

Letterforms and Words in Graphic Design

10

1

4

Formal Drawing Techniques

10

1

5

Digital Media in Art and Design

10

1

6

Working to Graphic Design Briefs

10

1

Unit

Specialist optional units - Group B (no minimum
credit)

7

Presenting Creative Work

10

1

8

Drawing Materials and Techniques

10

1

9

Animation Processes and Techniques

10

1

10

Creative Use of Materials, Techniques and Processes

10

1

11

Explore Artists’ and Designers’ Work

10

1

6
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Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Award in Graphic Design
The Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Award in Graphic Design is a 10-credit and 60-guidedlearning-hour (GLH) qualification.
To achieve the whole qualification, a learner must successfully complete 10 credits
from the following specialist optional units.
Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Award in Graphic Design
Unit

Specialist optional units

Credit

Level

1

Graphic Materials, Techniques and Processes

10

2

2

Graphic Design Drawing Skills

10

2

3

Graphic Design Ideas and Concepts

10

2

4

Visual Language in Graphic Design

10

2

5

Typography in Graphic Design

10

2

6

Working with Graphic Design Briefs

10

2

7

Technical Drawing Skills

10

2

8

Digital Media in Graphic Design

10

2

9

Printmaking in Graphic Design

10

2

10

Advertising in Graphic Design

10

2

11

Packaging in Graphic Design

10

2
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Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Certificate in Graphic Design
The Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Certificate in Graphic Design is a 30-credit and
180-guided-learning-hour (GLH) qualification.
To achieve the whole qualification, a learner must successfully complete 30 credits
from the following specialist optional units. A minimum of 20 credits must come
from Group A.
Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Certificate in Graphic Design
Unit

Specialist optional units – Group A (minimum 20
credits)

Credit

Level

1

Graphic Materials, Techniques and Processes

10

2

2

Graphic Design Drawing Skills

10

2

3

Graphic Design Ideas and Concepts

10

2

4

Visual Language in Graphic Design

10

2

5

Typography in Graphic Design

10

2

6

Working with Graphic Design Briefs

10

2

7

Technical Drawing Skills

10

2

8

Digital Media in Graphic Design

10

2

9

Printmaking in Graphic Design

10

2

10

Advertising in Graphic Design

10

2

11

Packaging in Graphic Design

10

2

Unit

Specialist optional units - Group B (no minimum
credit)

12

Working with Moving Image Briefs

10

2

13

Animation Techniques

10

2

14

Working with Digital Art and Design Briefs

10

2

8
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Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Graphic Design
The Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Graphic Design is a 60-credit and 360-guidedlearning-hour (GLH) qualification.
To achieve the whole qualification, a learner must successfully complete 60 credits
from the following specialist optional units. A minimum of 40 credits must come
from Group A.
Edexcel BTEC Level 2 Certificate in Graphic Design
Unit

Specialist optional units – Group A (minimum 40
credits)

Credit

Level

1

Graphic Materials, Techniques and Processes

10

2

2

Graphic Design Drawing Skills

10

2

3

Graphic Design Ideas and Concepts

10

2

4

Visual Language in Graphic Design

10

2

5

Typography in Graphic Design

10

2

6

Working with Graphic Design Briefs

10

2

7

Technical Drawing Skills

10

2

8

Digital Media in Graphic Design

10

2

9

Printmaking in Graphic Design

10

2

10

Advertising in Graphic Design

10

2

11

Packaging in Graphic Design

10

2

Unit

Specialist optional units - Group B (no minimum
credit)

12

Working with Moving Image Briefs

10

2

13

Animation Techniques

10

2

14

Working with Digital Art and Design Briefs

10

2
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Assessment
All units within these qualifications are internally assessed. The qualifications are
criterion referenced, based on the achievement of all the specified learning
outcomes.
Each unit within the qualifications has specified assessment criteria and grading
criteria which must be used. A summative unit grade can be awarded at pass, merit
or distinction:

•

To achieve a ‘pass’ a learner must have successfully completed all the
assessment criteria

•

To achieve a ‘merit’ a learner must additionally have successfully completed
all the merit grading criteria

•

To achieve a ‘distinction’ a learner must additionally have successfully
completed all the distinction grading criteria.

Guidance
The purpose of assessment is to ensure that effective learning has taken place to
give learners the opportunity to:

•

meet the standard determined by the assessment criteria and

•

achieve the learning outcomes.

All the assignments created by centres should be reliable and fit for purpose, and
should be built on the unit assessment criteria. Assessment tasks and activities
should enable learners to produce valid, sufficient and reliable evidence that relates
directly to the specified criteria. Centres should enable learners to produce evidence
in a variety of different forms, including performance observation, presentations
and posters, along with projects, or time-constrained assessments.
Centres are encouraged to emphasise the practical application of the assessment
criteria, providing a realistic scenario for learners to adopt, and making maximum
use of practical activities. The creation of assignments that are fit for purpose is
vital to achievement and their importance cannot be over-emphasised.
The assessment criteria must be clearly indicated in the assignments briefs. This
gives learners focus and helps with internal verification and standardisation
processes. It will also help to ensure that learner feedback is specific to the
assessment criteria.
When designing assignments briefs, centres are encouraged to identify common
topics and themes. A central feature of vocational assessment is that it allows for
assessment to be:

•

current, ie to reflect the most recent developments and issues

•

local, ie to reflect the employment context of the delivering centre

•

flexible to reflect learner needs, ie at a time and in a way that matches the
learner’s requirements so that they can demonstrate achievement.

10
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Qualification grade
Learners who achieve the minimum eligible credit value specified by the rule of
combination will achieve the qualification at pass grade.
In the Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Specialist qualifications each unit has a credit
value which specifies the number of credits that will be awarded to a learner who
has achieved the learning outcomes of the unit. This has been based on:

•

one credit for those learning outcomes achievable in 10 hours of learning time

•

learning time being defined as the time taken by learners at the level of the
unit, on average, to complete the learning outcomes of the unit to the standard
determined by the assessment criteria

•

the credit value of the unit remaining constant regardless of the method of
assessment used or the qualification to which it contributes.

Quality assurance of centres
Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 qualifications provide a flexible structure for learners
enabling programmes of varying credits and combining different levels. For the
purposes of quality assurance, all individual qualifications and units are considered
as a whole.
Centres delivering the Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 must be committed to ensuring
the quality of the units and qualifications they deliver, through effective
standardisation of assessors and verification of assessor decisions. Centre quality
assurance and assessment is monitored and guaranteed by Edexcel.
The Edexcel quality assurance processes will involve:

•

centre approval for those centres not already recognised as a centre for BTEC
qualifications

•

approval for the Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 qualifications and units

•

compulsory Edexcel-provided training and standardisation for internal verifiers
and assessors leading to the accreditation of lead internal verifiers via the OSCA
system

•

quality review of the centre verification practice

•

centre risk assessment by Edexcel of overarching processes and quality
standards

•

remedial training and/or assessment sampling for centres identified through
standardisation or risk assessment activities as having inadequate quality,
assessment or internal verification processes.
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Approval
Centres are required to declare their commitment to ensuring the quality of the
programme of learning and providing appropriate assessment opportunities for
learners that lead to valid and accurate assessment outcomes. In addition, centres
will commit to undertaking defined training and online standardisation activities.
Centres already holding BTEC approval are able to gain qualification approval
online. New centres must complete a centre approval application.

Quality Assurance Guidance
Details of quality assurance for Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 qualifications are set
out in centre guidance which is published on our website (www.edexcel.com).

Programme design and delivery
Mode of delivery
Edexcel does not normally define the mode of delivery for Edexcel BTEC Entry to
Level 3 qualifications. Centres are free to offer the qualifications using any mode of
delivery (such as full-time, part-time, evening only, distance learning) that meets
their learners’ needs. Whichever mode of delivery is used, centres must ensure that
learners have appropriate access to the resources identified in the specification and
to the subject specialists delivering the units. This is particularly important for
learners studying for the qualification through open or distance learning.
Learners studying for the qualification on a part-time basis bring with them a
wealth of experience that should be utilised to maximum effect by tutors and
assessors. The use of assessment evidence drawn from learners’ work
environments should be encouraged. Those planning the programme should aim to
enhance the vocational nature of the qualification by:

•

liaising with employers to ensure a course relevant to learners’ specific needs

•

accessing and using non-confidential data and documents from learners’
workplaces

•

including sponsoring employers in the delivery of the programme and, where
appropriate, in the assessment

•

linking with company-based/workplace training programmes

•

making full use of the variety of experience of work and life that learners bring
to the programme.
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Resources
Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 qualifications are designed to give learners an
understanding of the skills needed for specific vocational sectors. Physical resources
need to support the delivery of the programme and the assessment of the learning
outcomes, and should therefore normally be of industry standard. Staff delivering
programmes and conducting the assessments should be familiar with current
practice and standards in the sector concerned. Centres will need to meet any
specific resource requirements to gain approval from Edexcel.
Where specific resources are required these have been indicated in individual units
in the Essential resources sections.

Delivery approach
It is important that centres develop an approach to teaching and learning that
supports the vocational nature of Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 qualifications and
the mode of delivery. Specifications give a balance of practical skill development
and knowledge requirements, some of which can be theoretical in nature. Tutors
and assessors need to ensure that appropriate links are made between theory and
practical application and that the knowledge base is applied to the sector. This
requires the development of relevant and up-to-date teaching materials that allow
learners to apply their learning to actual events and activity within the sector.
Maximum use should be made of learners’ experience.

Additional and specialist learning
Additional and Specialist Learning (ASL) consists of accredited qualifications at the
same level as, or one level above a 14-19 Diploma course of study, which have
been approved under Section 96 of the Learning and Skills Act 2000. The ASL may
include BTEC qualifications which are also available to learners not following a
14-19 Diploma course of study.
ASL qualifications are listed on the 14-19 Diploma Catalogue which is available on
the Register of Regulated Qualifications (www.ofqual.gov.uk). The catalogue will
expand over time as more qualifications are accredited and approved.
Centres undertaking, or preparing to undertake, ASL should refer regularly to the
Edexcel website for information regarding additions and the 14-19 Diploma
Catalogue for the latest information.
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Access and recruitment
Edexcel’s policy regarding access to its qualifications is that:

•

they should be available to everyone who is capable of reaching the required
standards

•

they should be free from any barriers that restrict access and progression

•

there should be equal opportunities for all wishing to access the qualifications.

Centres are required to recruit learners to BTEC qualifications with integrity. This
will include ensuring that applicants have appropriate information and advice about
the qualifications and that the qualification will meet their needs. Centres should
take appropriate steps to assess each applicant’s potential and make a professional
judgement about their ability to successfully complete the programme of study and
achieve the qualification. This assessment will need to take account of the support
available to the learner within the centre during their programme of study and any
specific support that might be necessary to allow the learner to access the
assessment for the qualification. Centres should consult Edexcel’s policy on learners
with particular requirements.
Centres will need to review the entry profile of qualifications and/or experience held
by applicants, considering whether this profile shows an ability to progress to a
higher level qualification.

Restrictions on learner entry
The Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 in Graphic Design are accredited on the QCF for
learners aged 14 and above.

Access arrangements and special considerations
Edexcel’s policy on access arrangements and special considerations for BTEC and
Edexcel NVQ qualifications aims to enhance access to the qualifications for learners
with disabilities and other difficulties (as defined by the 1995 Disability
Discrimination Act and the amendments to the Act) without compromising the
assessment of skills, knowledge, understanding or competence.
Further details are given in the policy document Access Arrangements and Special
Considerations for BTEC and Edexcel NVQ Qualifications, which can be found on the
Edexcel website (www.edexcel.com). This policy replaces the previous Edexcel
policy (Assessment of Vocationally Related Qualifications: Regulations and Guidance
Relating to Learners with Special Requirements, 2002) concerning learners with
particular requirements.
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Recognition of Prior Learning
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) is a method of assessment (leading to the
award of credit) that considers whether a learner can demonstrate that they can
meet the assessment requirements for a unit through knowledge, understanding or
skills they already possess and so do not need to develop through a course of
learning.
Edexcel encourages centres to recognise learners’ previous achievements and
experiences whether at work, home and at leisure, as well as in the classroom. RPL
provides a route for the recognition of the achievements resulting from continuous
learning.
RPL enables recognition of achievement from a range of activities using any valid
assessment methodology. Provided that the assessment requirements of a given
unit or qualification have been met, the use of RPL is acceptable for accrediting a
unit, units or a whole qualification. Evidence of learning must be sufficient, reliable
and valid.
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Unit format
All units in the Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 Specialist qualifications have a
standard format. The unit format is designed to give guidance on the requirements
of the qualification for learners, tutors, assessors and those responsible for
monitoring national standards.
Each unit has the following sections.

Unit title
The unit title is accredited on the QCF and this form of words will appear on the
learner’s Notification of Performance (NOP).

Unit code
Each unit is assigned a QCF unit code that appears with the unit title on the
National Database of Accredited Qualifications.

QCF level
All units and qualifications within the QCF will have a level assigned to them, which
represents the level of achievement. There are nine levels of achievement, from
Entry Level to Level 8. The level of the unit has been informed by the QCF level
descriptors and, where appropriate, the NOS and/or other sector/professional
benchmarks.

Credit value
All units have a credit value. The minimum credit value that may be determined for
a unit is one, and credits can only be awarded in whole numbers. Learners will be
awarded credits for the successful completion of whole units.

Guided learning hours
Guided learning hours are defined as all the times when a tutor, trainer or facilitator
is present to give specific guidance towards the learning aim being studied on a
programme. This definition includes lectures, tutorials and supervised study in, for
example, open learning centres and learning workshops. It also includes time spent
by staff assessing learners’ achievements. It does not include time spent by staff in
day-to-day marking of assignments or homework where the learner is not present.

Unit aim
The aim provides a clear summary of the purpose of the unit and is a succinct
statement that summarises the learning outcomes of the unit.

16
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Unit introduction
The unit introduction gives the reader an appreciation of the unit in the vocational
setting of the qualification, as well as highlighting the focus of the unit. It gives the
reader a snapshot of the unit and the key knowledge, skills and understanding
gained while studying the unit. The unit introduction also highlights any links to the
appropriate vocational sector by describing how the unit relates to that sector.

Learning outcomes
The learning outcomes of a unit set out what a learner is expected to know,
understand or be able to do as the result of a process of learning.

Assessment criteria and grading grid
The assessment criteria of a unit specify the standard a learner is expected to meet
to demonstrate that a learning outcome, or set of learning outcomes, has been
achieved. The learning outcomes and assessment criteria clearly articulate the
learning achievement for which the credit will be awarded at the level assigned to
the unit.

Unit content
The unit content identifies the breadth of knowledge, skills and understanding
needed to design and deliver a programme of learning to achieve each of the
learning outcomes. This is informed by the underpinning knowledge and
understanding requirements of the related National Occupational Standards (NOS),
where relevant. The content provides the range of subject material for the
programme of learning and specifies the skills, knowledge and understanding
required for achievement of the unit.
Each learning outcome is stated in full and then the key phrases or concepts related
to that learning outcome are listed in italics followed by the subsequent range of
related topics.
Relationship between content and assessment criteria
The learner should have the opportunity to cover all of the unit content.
It is not a requirement of the unit specification that all of the content is assessed.
However, the indicative content will need to be covered in a programme of learning
in order for learners to be able to meet the standard determined in the assessment
criteria.
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Content structure and terminology
The information below shows the unit content is structured and gives the
terminology used to explain the different components within the content.

•

Learning outcome: this is shown in bold at the beginning of each section of
content.

•

Italicised sub-heading: it contains a key phrase or concept. This is content
which must be covered in the delivery of the unit. Colons mark the end of an
italicised sub-heading.

•

Elements of content: the elements are in plain text and amplify the subheading. The elements must be covered in the delivery of the unit. Semi-colons
mark the end of an element.

•

Brackets contain amplification of content which must be covered in the delivery
of the unit.

•

‘eg’ is a list of examples, used for indicative amplification of an element (that is,
the content specified in this amplification could be covered or could be replaced
by other, similar material).

Essential guidance
This section gives tutors additional guidance and amplification to aid understanding
and a consistent level of delivery and assessment. It is divided into the following
sections.

•

Delivery – explains the content’s relationship to the learning outcomes and
offers guidance about possible approaches to delivery. This section is based on
the more usual delivery modes but is not intended to rule out alternative
approaches.

•

Assessment – gives amplification about the nature and type of evidence that
learners need to produce in order to achieve the unit. This section should be
read in conjunction with the assessment criteria.

•

Essential resources – identifies any specialist resources needed to allow learners
to generate the evidence required for each unit. The centre will be asked to
ensure that any requirements are in place when it seeks approval from Edexcel
to offer the qualification.

•

Indicative resources – gives a list of learner resource material that benchmarks
the level of study.
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Units
Level 1 Units

21

Unit 1: Graphic Materials, Techniques and Processes

23

Unit 2: Visual Language in Graphic Design

29

Unit 3: Letterforms and Words in Graphic Design

35

Unit 4: Formal Drawing Techniques

41

Unit 5: Digital Media in Art and Design

47

Unit 6: Working to Graphic Design Briefs

53

Unit 7: Presenting Creative Work

61

Unit 8: Drawing Materials and Techniques

67

Unit 9: Animation Processes and Techniques

73

Unit 10: Creative Use of Materials, Techniques and Processes

79

Unit 11: Explore Artists’ and Designers’ Work

85

Level 2 Units

91

Unit 1: Graphic Materials, Techniques and Processes

93

Unit 2: Graphic Design Drawing Skills

99

Unit 3: Graphic Design Ideas and Concepts

105

Unit 4: Visual Language in Graphic Design

111

Unit 5: Typography in Graphic Design

117

Unit 6: Working with Graphic Design Briefs

123

Unit 7: Technical Drawing Skills

131

Unit 8: Digital Media in Graphic Design

137

Unit 9: Printmaking in Graphic Design

143

Unit 10: Advertising in Graphic Design

149

Unit 11: Packaging in Graphic Design

155

Unit 12: Working with Moving Image Briefs

161

Unit 13: Animation Techniques

167

Unit 14: Working with Digital Art and Design Briefs

175
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Level 1 Units
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UNIT 1: GRAPHIC MATERIALS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES

Unit 1:

Graphic Materials, Techniques
and Processes

Unit code:

T/602/1005

QCF Level:

1

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to explore and develop skills and
knowledge in the use of basic materials, techniques and processes within graphic
design.

Unit introduction
In this unit learners will have the opportunity to practise skills with graphic
materials, techniques and processes through experimentation and development of
ideas. Learners will explore and discover different graphic materials, papers,
surfaces and techniques, to develop skills and safe working practice.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to explore graphic materials, techniques and processes

2

Be able to use graphic materials, techniques and processes safely

3

Be able to develop own ideas using graphic materials, techniques and processes

4

Be able to comment on own use of graphic materials, techniques and processes.
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UNIT 1: GRAPHIC MATERIALS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES

Unit content

1

Be able to explore graphic materials, techniques and processes
Graphic materials: cards and papers eg cartridge, layout, illustration,
watercolour, tracing, foils, acetate, stencil film, handmade papers, decorative
papers, canvas, plastics; wet materials eg watercolour, acrylic paint, oil paint,
poster paint, gouache, printing inks, marker pens; dry materials eg pencils,
drawing sticks, pastels, charcoal, pens, chalks; digital eg computers, scanners,
cameras, photocopies; joining methods eg glue sticks, PVA, glue guns, doublesided tapes, masking tape/fluids, erasers, collage, montage, layering, masking

2

Be able to use graphic materials, techniques and processes safely
Graphic processes: 2D processes eg mark-making, drawing, painting, mixed
media work, collage, montage, thumbnail sketching, storyboards, layouts,
digital image making; printing eg stencil, mono print, lino print, screen print,
collagraph, photocopying; 3D processes eg paper and card engineering, model
making, mixed media work, mock-ups, packaging
Safe working: cutting tools eg knives, blades, scalpels, straight edges, cutting
mats; other cutting tools eg lino cutters, scissors, guillotines; studio guidelines
for safe working practice

3

Be able to develop own ideas using graphic materials, techniques and
processes
Application: development eg mind map, mood board, concept sheets,
proposals; planning eg layout, roughs, thumbnails, storyboards; testing eg
experimentation, review, sampling, drafts, models, mock-ups; resolution eg
finished pieces, presentation work, visuals

4

Be able to comment on own use of graphic materials, techniques and
processes
Evaluation: comment on own work; strengths and weaknesses; evidence eg
sketchbook annotations, written notes, verbal feedback, tape or video
recordings, witness statements or illustrated oral presentations

24
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M1

explore basic graphic materials,
techniques and processes

use graphic materials, techniques and
processes safely

show some development of own ideas
through the use of graphic materials,
techniques and processes

comment on own use of graphic
materials, techniques and processes.

P1

P2

P3

P4
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competently comment on own use of
graphic materials, techniques and
processes.

competently use graphic materials,
techniques and processes effectively to
develop own ideas

M3

M4

competently use graphic techniques
and processes safely

M2

explore graphic materials, techniques
and processes competently

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

confidently use a wide range of graphic
materials, techniques and processes
imaginatively to develop own ideas
confidently comment on own use of
graphic materials, techniques and
processes.

D3

D4

25

confidently use a range of graphic
techniques and processes creatively
and safely

explore a wide range of graphic
materials

D2

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 1: GRAPHIC MATERIALS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES

UNIT 1: GRAPHIC MATERIALS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES

Essential guidance

Delivery
Learners should explore and experiment with a range of 2D and 3D graphic
materials, techniques and processes. Ideally, learners should work to a set theme,
project or brief, and adhere to all aspects of current legislation regarding health and
safety practices in studios and workshops, in accordance with COSHH guidelines.
Learners should be encouraged to develop a creative and questioning approach to
developing ideas through the use of materials, techniques and processes.

Assessment
Evidence for this unit will come from practical activities and the exploration of
materials, techniques and processes. The evidence may be presented in an
appropriate format such as a sketchbook or worksheets. Learners will comment on
their work and this may be sketchbook annotations, written notes, verbal feedback,
tape or video recordings, witness statements or illustrated oral presentations.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
The focus of this unit is on exploring materials and equipment used for graphic
design. The resources needed for this unit include digital media with associated
hardware and software. Although the learner may only have a limited amount of
access at this stage they should be learning about industry standard studio tools
and equipment and the current related journals and reference materials.
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UNIT 1: GRAPHIC MATERIALS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Livingston A and Livingston L – The Thames and Hudson Dictionary of Graphic
Design and Designers, Revised edition (Thames & Hudson, 2003)
ISBN 978-0500203538
Pipes A – Production for Graphic Designers (Laurence King Publishing, 2009)
ISBN 978-1856696012
Smith R – The Artist’s Handbook (Dorling Kindersley, 2009) ISBN 978-1405348775
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
Eye
Grafik
Websites
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Information about jobs, competitions, trends
and current design practice

www.yourcreativefuture.org.uk

Website offering career information and advice
about working in the creative industries.

www.youthedesigner.com

Tips and resources about graphic design
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UNIT 2: VISUAL LANGUAGE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit 2:

Visual Language in Graphic
Design

Unit code:

Y/602/0428

QCF Level:

1

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
This unit will enable learners to acquire the visual language of graphic design and
explore this in their own work through the application of formal elements, markmaking and making skills.

Unit introduction
This unit aims to enable learners to develop their own skill in using and
understanding visual language in graphic design. Learners should explore the use
of visual language and formal elements through the creative and considered use of
imagery, mark-making and making in their own work.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to use 2D and 3D mark-making and making skills

2

Be able to use formal elements in own work

3

Be able to explore visual language in own work

4

Be able to comment on the use of visual language in own work.
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UNIT 2: VISUAL LANGUAGE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit content

1

Be able to use 2D and 3D mark-making and making skills
Two dimensional mark-making skills: drawing; printing; layering; montage;
collage; paint techniques
Three dimensional mark-making and making: paper engineering eg packaging
models, maquettes, cutting, scoring, joining, folding, layering; safe working

2

Be able to use formal elements in own work
Formal elements: line; tone; form; colour; pattern; texture; composition; scale

3

Be able to explore visual language in own work
Explore visual language: using mark-making to express meaning eg signs,
symbols, creative use of formal elements, typography, text, image, colour
schemes, proportion, scale, texture; methods eg working to music, responding
to text, automatic drawing, using imagery, expressive mark-making, using
imagery

4

Be able to comment on the use of visual language in own work
Evaluation: comment on own work; strengths and weaknesses; evidence eg
sketchbook annotations, written notes, verbal feedback, recordings, witness
statements, illustrated oral presentations
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use appropriate formal elements in
own work

explore visual language in own work

comment on the strengths and
weaknesses of the use of visual
language in own work.

P2

P3

P4

competently comment on the use of
visual language in own work.

M4
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explore visual language in own work
competently

use formal elements in own work
competently

M3

M2

M1

use different 2D and 3D mark-making
and making skills

P1

use a range of different 2D and 3D
mark-making and making skills

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

D4

D3

D2

D1

confidently comment on the use of
visual language in own work.

explore visual language in own work
creatively

use formal elements in own work
creatively

use a wide range of 2D and 3D markmaking and making skill

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:
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In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 2: VISUAL LANGUAGE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

UNIT 2: VISUAL LANGUAGE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Essential guidance

Delivery
For this unit learners should look at and interpret a range of images to understand
visual language and the way formal elements are used to give meaning – for
example, how red gives a sense of warmth and blue a sense of coolness or
freshness. Introducing learners to the basics of visual language will enable them to
use visual language in their own work.
In this unit learners should experiment with a range of formal elements, markmaking and making techniques in their own themed project work.

Assessment
Evidence for this unit will come from practical activities associated with the
exploration of visual language. The evidence may be presented as a sketchbook,
worksheets, samples, models, illustrations or other creative use of visual language.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
The resources for this unit include digital media with associated hardware and
software, studio tools and equipment and related journals and reference materials.
This unit can be taught in a drawing studio or classroom.
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UNIT 2: VISUAL LANGUAGE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Livingston A and Livingston L – Dictionary of Graphic Design and Designers,
Revised edition (Thames & Hudson, 2003) ISBN 978-0500203538
Pipes A – Production for Graphic Designers (Laurence King Publishing, 2009)
ISBN 978-1856696012
Smith R – The Artist’s Handbook (Dorling Kindersley, Nov 2009)
ISBN 978-1405348775
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
Eye
Grafik
Websites
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Information about jobs, competitions, trends
and current design practice

www.yourcreativefuture.org.uk

Website offering career information and advice
about working in the creative industries

www.youthedesigner.com

Tips and resources about graphic design
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UNIT 3: LETTERFORMS AND WORDS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit 3:

Letterforms and Words in
Graphic Design

Unit code:

Y/602/0431

QCF Level:

1

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
This unit aims to develop learners’ skills in exploring basic elements of letterform
design and creative use of word-images.

Unit introduction
Learners will research how letterforms can be used creatively in design. This will be
through exploring form and shape in two and three dimensions, and by exploring
ways of developing type and using words and text in graphics outcomes. Learners
will investigate and gather visual research on a range of letterforms and their
creative use on the page or on screen. Learners should be encouraged to use
correct terminology to describe the letterforms they have researched and how
these have helped to express and communicate the meaning of words. Learners
should explore and use a range of materials and design methods for their
investigation applying skills in developing graphic design work using letterforms and
words.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to investigate letterforms and their use as words

2

Be able to create own designs exploring letterforms and their use as words

3

Be able to use drawing, mark-making and making techniques

4

Understand own work.
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UNIT 3: LETTERFORMS AND WORDS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit content

1

Be able to investigate letterforms and their use as words
Letterforms: fonts; typefaces; printed text eg newspapers, magazines,
packaging, posters, signs, digital; three dimensional eg embossed, recessed,
raised; hand-generated eg freehand drawn, painted, frottage, calligraphy, mono
printing
Terminology: technical language eg typeface, font, upper/lower case, serif/sans
serif, light, normal, bold, italic, composition, positive/ negative spacing

2

Be able to create own designs exploring letterforms and their use as
words
Exploring letterforms: pattern making (repeat, side by side, overlaid, spiralling,
small to large, outline, solid, shape, size, balance, symmetry, composition,
positive and negative spaces)
Visually expressive words: select; typeface; experiment (size, composition,
given frame, media, materials, communicate meaning visually eg words (bang,
swift, breeze, solid)

3

Be able to use drawing, mark-making and making techniques
2D media: drawing materials eg pencils, charcoal, paints, pens, markers, cut
out paper, card shapes, printing, stamps
3D making: craft skills eg material cutting, bending, folding, joining

4

Understand own work
Evaluation: comment on own work; strengths and weaknesses; evidence eg
sketchbook annotations, written notes, verbal feedback, recordings, witness
statements, illustrated oral presentations
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create own designs exploring
letterforms and their use as words
effectively

M2

create own designs exploring
letterforms and their use as words with
limited skill

use basic drawing, mark-making and
making techniques

discuss the strengths and weaknesses
of own work.

P2

P3

P3

explain the work produced.
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M4

effectively use drawing, mark-making
and making techniques

competently investigate a range of
letterforms and their use as words

M1

investigate a limited range of
letterforms and their use as words

P1

M3

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

D4

justify the work produced.

creatively use drawing, mark-making
and making techniques

create own designs exploring
letterforms and their use as words
creatively

D2

D3

confidently investigate diverse
letterforms and their use as words

D1
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To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 3: LETTERFORMS AND WORDS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

UNIT 3: LETTERFORMS AND WORDS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit is intended to encourage learners to explore and use letterforms and
words in graphic design. Delivery of this unit should be based on practical studio
and workshop activities. The focus is to explore letterforms and words and
investigate using text creatively.

Assessment
This unit will be assessed through the practical work produced by the learner in the
form of design sheets or sketchbook ideas with appropriate annotations. Learners
will need to describe their work and this may take various forms such as
sketchbook annotations, written notes, verbal feedback, tape or video recordings,
witness statements or illustrated oral presentations. The assessment of this unit will
be through observation, ongoing feedback and work undertaken.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
The resources for this unit include digital media with associated hardware and
software, studio tools and equipment and related journals and reference materials.
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UNIT 3: LETTERFORMS AND WORDS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Jaspert W, Turner Berry W and Johnson A F – Encyclopaedia of Typefaces:
The Standard Typography Reference Guide (Cassell Illustrated, 2009)
ISBN 978-1844036707
Livingston A and Livingston L – Dictionary of Graphic Design and Designers,
Revised edition (Thames & Hudson, 2003) ISBN 978-0500203538
Meggs P B – Meggs’ History of Graphic Design (John Wiley and Sons, 2006)
ISBN 978-0471699026
Smith R – The Artist’s Handbook (Dorling Kindersley, 2009) ISBN 978-1405348775
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
Eye
Grafik
Websites
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Information about jobs, competitions, trends
and current design practice

www.yourcreativefuture.org.uk

Website offering career information and advice
about working in the creative industries

www.youthedesigner.com

Tips and resources about graphic design
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UNIT 4: FORMAL DRAWING TECHNIQUES

Unit 4:

Formal Drawing Techniques

Unit code:

L/602/0460

QCF Level:

1

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to develop learners’ skills in the basic techniques and
processes used to construct three-dimensional forms.

Unit introduction
This unit will enable and encourage learners to explore 3D ideas used in
contemporary design and packaging. Learners will need to use a variety of drawing
and rendering graphic media. These may include pencils, markers, cut paper etc.
Through exploration with drawing, learners will understand that all 3D forms can be
reproduced using vanishing points and horizon lines. Vanishing points are always on
the horizon line and both only exist as a means to constructing 3D forms. Without
an understanding of them it is difficult to produce a visual idea that will accurately
represent the completed solution.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to use single-point perspective

2

Be able to use two-point perspective

3

Be able to use tones and textures as light and shade

4

Be able to comment on own work.
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UNIT 4 FORMAL DRAWING TECHNIQUES

Unit content

1

Be able to use single-point perspective
Single-point perspective: applications eg visual communication; constructing 3D
forms eg cubes, boxes, squares, buildings; main elements eg vanishing point,
vanishing lines, horizon line, height lines, spectator point
Single-point perspective processes: setting up drawings eg setting horizon line,
establishing points (spectator, vanishing), establishing lines (vanishing, height,
depth), use of picture plane
Techniques: freehand drawing eg tracing existing shapes, 3D forms (cubes,
boxes, squares, exteriors, interiors); vanishing point related to horizon eg views
(right, left, bird’s eye, worm, exterior, interior); horizon related to spectator eg
effects (scale, size), distance
Media: eg pencils, rulers, markers, cut paper

2

Be able to use two-point perspective
Two- point perspective: applications eg visual communication; constructing 3D
forms eg cubes, boxes, squares, buildings; main elements eg vanishing points
(two), vanishing lines, horizon line, height lines, spectator point
Two-point perspective processes: setting up drawings eg setting horizon line,
establishing points (spectator, vanishing), establishing lines (vanishing, height,
depth), use of picture plane
Techniques: freehand drawing eg tracing existing shapes, 3D forms (cubes,
boxes, squares, exteriors, interiors, walls, corners), vanishing points related to
horizon eg views (right, left, bird’s eye, worm, corners, exteriors, interiors);
horizon related to spectator eg effects (scale, size), distance

3

Be able to use tones and textures as light and shade
Uses of tone and texture in drawings: to establish solid forms eg with light,
shade; to alter the message eg background colour, colour tone, pattern,
texture, composition, framing
Techniques creating light and shade: eg collage, coloured papers in various
tones, painting (blocks of colour in various tones), printing, stencilling, textured
materials
Experimentation: colours eg blocks, tone, background, image; framing eg size,
composition; creating textures eg shadows, light, shade, reflections

4

Be able to comment on own work
Comment on work: describe eg experience, successes, disappointments; assess
results eg strengths, weaknesses, opportunities for improvement; selfevaluation
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demonstrate a basic understanding
and use of two-point perspective

demonstrate a basic use of tones and
textures as light and shade

comment on the strengths and
weaknesses of own work.

P2

P3

P4

coherently comment on the strengths
and weaknesses of own work.

demonstrate effective use of a range of
tones and textures as light and shade

demonstrate understanding and
competent use of two-point
perspective
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M4

M3

M2

M1

demonstrate a basic understanding
and use of single-point perspective

P1

demonstrate understanding and
competent use of single-point
perspective

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

D4

reflect and comment on the strengths
and weaknesses of own work.

demonstrate creative use of a wide
range of tones and textures as light
and shade

demonstrate understanding and
accurate use of two-point perspective

D2

D3

demonstrate understanding and
accurate use of single-point
perspective

D1
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To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 4: FORMAL DRAWING TECHNIQUES

UNIT 4 FORMAL DRAWING TECHNIQUES

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit introduces the learner to the formal drawing techniques of one and twopoint perspective so that it will enable them to draw 3D forms confidently when
presenting their own work. This unit should be delivered as a series of drawing
tasks and observations. The emphasis should be on ‘seeing’, drawing and producing
3D forms using perspective. At this introductory stage it is not essential for learners
to use technical drawing equipment and drawing boards. Confident use of freehand
constructions should be encouraged. This unit is relevant to all units in the graphics
pathway as it provides learners with the skills to communicate their development
work with authority. Ideally an integrated approach to delivery is encouraged.

Assessment
The main aim of this unit is to encourage learners to explore and apply the basic
formal drawing skills gained by consistent mark-making skills. Evidence for this unit
will come from practical drawing activities. The evidence may be presented in an
appropriate format such as a sketchbook and worksheets. Learners will need to
describe their work and this may take various forms such as sketchbook
annotations, written notes, verbal feedback, tape or video recordings, witness
statements or illustrated oral presentations. The assessment of this unit will be
through observation, ongoing feedback and work undertaken. This unit may
support integrated project work.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.
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UNIT 4: FORMAL DRAWING TECHNIQUES

Essential resources
The resources needed for this unit include adequate access to a variety of media
and materials to successfully complete the unit, a suitable studio or art room, and
an appropriate range of tools and equipment.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Cole A – Perspective (Dorling Kindersley, 1991) ISBN 978-0789468185
Kemnitzer R – Rendering with Markers: Definitive Techniques for Designers,
Illustrators and Architects (Watson-Guptill Publishers, 1983) ISBN 978-0823045327
Seymour M – Draw Interiors (A&C Black, 2002) ISBN 978-0713662375
Smith R – The Artist’s Handbook (Dorling Kindersley, 1987) ISBN 978-0789493361
Stanyer P and Rosenberg T – A Foundation Course in Drawing
(Arcturus foulsham, 2003) ISBN 978-0572028817
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
Websites
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Information about jobs, competitions, trends
and current design practice

www.yourcreativefuture.org.uk

Website offering career information and advice
about working in the creative industries

www.youthedesigner.com

Tips and resources about graphic design
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UNIT 5 DIGITAL MEDIA IN ART AND DESIGN

Unit 5:

Digital Media in Art and Design

Unit code:

K/602/0465

QCF Level:

1

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
This unit aims to enable learners to explore the ways in which computers and
digital media are used creatively in art and design.

Unit introduction
In this unit learners may gain practical experience in exploring and recognising the
potential uses for digital media in an art and design context. It provides a basic
introduction to exploring paint programmes, image and text manipulation and page
layout. This unit will help develop the underpinning skills of digital design
techniques and enable the learner to practise their digital design skills. Learners will
also be taught how to review their own work and comment on their use of digital
media.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to explore the use of digital media in art and design

2

Be able to prepare source materials for use with digital media

3

Be able to investigate hardware and software applications to develop image
manipulation techniques

4

Be able to discuss own work.
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UNIT 5: DIGITAL MEDIA IN ART AND DESIGN

Unit content

1

Be able to explore the use of digital media in art and design
Digital media: hardware eg computers, cameras, scanners, mobile phones;
software eg image manipulation, editing; products; artefacts eg images, moving
image, objects
Uses: eg advertising, film, special effects, animation, logos, CGI, design
development, textiles, fashion, illustration, 3D design, visualisation,
presentation, information graphics, entertainment
Examples: eg downloads, printout, references, web addresses, sketches, notes,
photographs

2

Be able to prepare source materials for use with digital media
Primary sources: own work eg observational sketches, drawings, paintings,
notes, own photographs, found objects and materials, natural, manufactured,
video, audio recordings
Secondary sources: others’ work eg photographs, printed material, photocopies,
video, audio recordings
Prepare: eg select, organise, download, capture, name files, use hardware,
software

3

Be able to investigate hardware and software applications to develop
image manipulation techniques
Inputting: source materials; using digital technology eg cut and paste,
scanners, memory cards, mobile phones, cameras, inserting images, laser
printers
Hardware and software: file storage; hard drives eg internal, external, CD ROM,
DVD, memory cards; manipulation eg typography, font size, type, colour,
image; creating and importing eg drawing, paint programmes, filters, special
effects
Creating documents: eg page layout, leaflets, flyers, cards, posters, web pages,
presentations

4

Be able to discuss own work
Own work: eg sketchbook annotations, written notes, verbal feedback,
recordings, witness statements, illustrated oral presentations, outcomes
Discuss: eg strengths, weaknesses, choices made, ideas development,
recognising potential, considering alternatives, other ideas, improvements,
future work
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M1

explore the use of digital media in art
and design

prepare source materials for use with
digital media

investigate hardware and software
applications to develop image
manipulating techniques

discuss own work

P1

P2

P3

P4
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competently comment on outcomes
produced.

consistently explore a range of
hardware and software applications to
develop image manipulation techniques
effectively

M3

M4

prepare source materials effectively

M2

competently explore the use of digital
media

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

confidently comment on outcomes
produced.

49

imaginatively explore diverse hardware
and software applications to develop
image manipulation techniques
creatively

D3

D4

prepare source materials imaginatively

confidently explore the use of digital
media

D2

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 5 DIGITAL MEDIA IN ART AND DESIGN

UNIT 5: DIGITAL MEDIA IN ART AND DESIGN

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit should be delivered through practical workshops, demonstrations and
discussions. Active practical application is to be encouraged to enable learners to
broaden their creativity. Learners need to be taught how to manipulate their source
materials using a range of appropriate hardware devices and software applications,
and how to use and explore the creative potential of both hardware and software.
They should be encouraged to combine traditional studio practice with digital
technologies. Learners will need to prepare either found imagery or use own source
materials to use in their own digital design work. Learners should be supported and
encouraged to comment on their work and working processes.

Assessment
Evidence may include a research file or sketchbook showing examples of others’
digital work supported by annotations, photographs, photocopies and sketches.
Learners should be taught how to record source material digitally and save it for
further development. This will provide evidence of the learner’s ability to digitise
effectively, back up work regularly and save and compress/decompress files for
economic storage. Further evidence might be in the form of a series of
development sheets, concept drawings, mood board, photographs and 2D or 3D
work, dependent upon the outcomes. Final outcomes should take the form of a
series of digital design outcomes, supported by evaluative comments and
development work. Learners should produce a range of evidence that demonstrates
their use and understanding of computers in desktop image manipulation
techniques.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising animators and designers, to deliver
assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by an
animator, designer, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may provide
useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk

Business and finance advice:

•

local, regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media production, fashion and
textiles, provides careers advice and industry information, plus regularly updated
news and events pages (www.skillset.org).
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UNIT 5 DIGITAL MEDIA IN ART AND DESIGN

Essential resources
Access to appropriate studios and workshops will be required, equipped with
resources and materials aligned to the production of digital design work, including
computers, scanners and printers. Access to digital cameras, videos and audio
editing facilities should be available. Computers equipped with suitable software
should be available, including image manipulation graphics, illustration and
multimedia software.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Bowles M and Isaac C – Digital Textile Design (Laurence king, 2009)
ISBN 978-1856695862
Caplin S – Art and Design in Photoshop (Focal Press, 2008) ISBN 978-024081109
McKernan B and Rice J – Creating Digital Content: A Video Production Guide for
Web, Broadcast and Cinema (McGraw-Hill, 2001) ISBN 978-0071377447
McNeil P – The Web Designer's Idea Book: The Ultimate Guide To Themes, Trends
& Styles In Website Design (How Books, 2008) ISBN: 978-1600610646
Orwig C – Adobe Photoshop CS4 HOW-TOs (Adobe, 2008) ISBN 978-0321577825
Paul C – Digital Art (Thames and Hudson, 2008) ISBN 978-0500203989
Vaughan T – Multimedia: Making it Work: Seventh Edition (McGraw-Hill Osborne
2007) ISBN 978-0072264517
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
Selvedge
Websites
www.a-n.co.uk

Artists’ newsletter, contemporary art practice

www.bfi.org.uk

British Film Institute

www.designcouncil.org.uk

Design Council
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UNIT 6: WORKING TO GRAPHIC DESIGN BRIEFS

Unit 6:

Working to Graphic Design Briefs

Unit code:

J/602/0473

QCF Level:

1

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
This unit will give learners the skills and knowledge needed to research, develop
and produce work in response to a graphic design brief.

Unit introduction
This unit will introduce learners to the processes of working to a graphics brief.
They will be involved in the basic processes of research, development and
production of work in response to a graphic design brief. Learners will need to
recognise and understand what the brief is asking them to do and they will need to
be taught how to respond to the topic or theme. Evidence will consist of a portfolio
of work demonstrating the ability to research, develop, produce and present a final
outcome.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Know how to research the topic or theme in the brief

2

Be able to meet the needs and requirements stated in the brief

3

Be able to apply graphic materials and techniques to produce final outcome

4

Be able to present and review graphic design work.
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UNIT 6: WORKING TO GRAPHIC DESIGN BRIEFS

Unit content

1

Know how to research the topic or theme in the brief
Research the topic or theme in the brief: primary sources eg observations,
objects, artefacts, own photos; secondary sources eg books, magazines,
postcards, photos, CD ROMs, DVDs, internet ; production eg work of artists,
craftworkers, designers
Response to the brief: eg sources; ideas generation eg discussion, digital
photographs, rough sketches, worksheets, media experiments, printouts, mood
boards, visual research, own ideas

2

Be able to meet the needs and requirements stated in the brief
Needs and requirements of the brief: theme; topic; product eg brand, type;
format eg packaging, book, onscreen, page layout, poster, CD cover, carrier
bag, stamp design, motion graphic
Constraints: size; shape; colour; budget; type; letterforms; wording; layout, eg
product name, logo, price; information; communication eg promotion, place,
venue, date, presenter, production, advertising costs, contacts; target client;
audience eg age, gender, culture, design style; deadline eg date, production,
time management, planning, schedule

3

Be able to apply graphic materials and techniques to produce final
outcome
Traditional graphic materials: cards and papers eg cartridge, layout, illustration,
watercolour, tracing, foils, acetate, stencil film, decorative, handmade, canvas,
plastics, modelling material
Traditional media: wet materials eg paints, watercolour, acrylic, oil, drawing and
printing inks, brushes, marker pens, spray diffusers; dry materials eg pencils,
graphite drawing sticks, pastels, charcoal; adhesives eg glue sticks, PVA, glue
guns, double-sided tape, masking tape/fluid
Traditional graphic techniques and processes: eg drawing, painting, ink work,
stencilling, printing, photocopying, tracing, typography, layering, cut and paste,
layout
Digital graphic media: hardware eg computers, digital recording equipment,
cameras, video, phones, scanners, graphics tablets, printers; software eg
Photoshop, Illustrator
Use digital and reprographic techniques: applications eg digital inputting,
camera, computer and printer functions, scanners, design software functions,
recording, printing, file storage; manipulation techniques eg image, text,
adjustment (colour, contrast), distortion; software tools eg crop, select, layer,
mask, brush, pen, edit; Text and image combinations eg composition, layout,
design, in and out points
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UNIT 6: WORKING TO GRAPHIC DESIGN BRIEFS

Explore characteristics and physical properties: card; paper eg cartridge, layout,
illustration, watercolour, tracing, foils, acetate, stencil film, handmade,
decorative, canvas, plastics; wet materials eg paints: watercolour, acrylic, oil,
drawing and printing inks, marker pens; dry materials eg pencils, drawing
sticks, pastels, charcoal; adhesives eg glue sticks, PVA, glue guns, double-sided
tapes, masking tape/fluids; digital eg software, hardware; onscreen eg
resolution, screen size, colour, readability
Produce final outcomes: generate ideas; respond (to theme, project, brief);
select eg intention, materials, techniques, processes, health and safety;
experiment (materials, techniques, processes); adapt (change, develop, review)
4

Be able to present and review graphic design work
Ongoing review: content eg strengths, weaknesses, techniques, approaches,
visual effects, ideas; formal elements; visual language eg line, shape, form,
tone, colour, surface, composition; evidence eg annotations, written notes,
verbal feedback, recording, video, presentation, witness statement, tutorial
Present research, development and final work: present eg portfolio
presentation, exhibition; audiences eg peers, tutors, visiting speakers; work eg
finished maquettes, piece(s), models, mounted prints, mounted artefacts,
video, digital and audio-visual presentations; experimental; developmental eg
annotated sketchbooks, worksheets, rough designs, sketches, scale models
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apply graphic materials and techniques
to produce a final outcome

present research, developmental and
final work

review the strengths and weaknesses
of own research, developmental and
final work.

P3

P4

P5
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develop ideas which meet the needs
and requirements of the brief

P2

coherently review the strengths and
weaknesses of own research,
developmental and final work.

M5

independently present the work
make an informed review of the
strengths and weaknesses of own
research, developmental and final
work.

D5

use a comprehensive range of graphic
materials and techniques creatively

creatively meet the needs and
requirements of the brief

independently research and collect a
wide range of visual information
related to the brief

D4

D3

D2

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:
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present the work competently

use a range of graphic materials and
techniques effectively

competently meet the needs and
requirements of the brief

M4

M3

M2

M1

research and collect visual information
related to the brief

P1

purposefully research and collect a
range of visual information related to
the brief

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 6: WORKING TO GRAPHIC DESIGN BRIEFS

UNIT 6: WORKING TO GRAPHIC DESIGN BRIEFS

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit has been designed to provide an opportunity for learners to undertake
focused graphic briefs set by the tutor. Briefs should provide the topic or theme,
and research requirements should include information on target audience, design
requirements, constraints and deadlines. Learners should be encouraged to
consider client or audience needs, ideally through briefs that reflect current
practice. They will need demonstrations in the use of appropriate tools and
technology and with regard to health and safety working practices. Learners should
be able to choose suitable materials, techniques and processes to realise their ideas
in response to the brief. Learners should be taught to explore the creative use of
materials and techniques and encouraged to combine materials and techniques in
mixed media experiments.
Investigating the work of other designers will allow learners to gain some
understanding of how professionals work. Where possible they could do this
through work experience or visiting designers/practitioners.

Assessment
Learners should demonstrate their ability to understand and research the brief.
Evidence for meeting the needs and requirements of the brief will be within the
project portfolio showing planning, research studies in the form of primary
recording, exploration of ideas and consideration of constraints. Learners will
produce evidence of their experimentation with graphic design processes, use of
different materials and techniques through rough studies, thumbnails, trials,
maquettes, samples, printouts and annotated storyboards. Sketchbooks, design
sheets and annotated worksheets and project portfolios will form the evidence
required for the development of learners’ ideas and final response to the brief.
Evidence for learners’ ability to comment critically on their work might include:
sketchbook annotations, written notes, verbal feedback, tape or video recordings,
witness statements and illustrated oral presentations. They will need to
demonstrate their understanding of what went well or badly and why, what the
strengths and weaknesses of their work are and how they might improve.
Where necessary, learners should produce evidence of health and safety
awareness. This could be included in their written annotations or recorded
discussions.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.
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UNIT 6: WORKING TO GRAPHIC DESIGN BRIEFS

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
Learners will need access to an appropriate graphics studio. The resources needed
will include a range of 2D and 3D graphic media. These are likely to include wet and
dry traditional 2D graphic materials and tools. Access to 3D workshop facilities will
enable learners to explore modelling and constructing their designs. Essential for
this unit is access to digital media with associated hardware and software for
graphic development including digital cameras for recording and scanners for
inputting imagery. Learners must have access to graphics websites, books and
journals and related reference materials.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Baines P and Haslam A – Type and Typography, 2nd Edition
(Laurence King Publishing, 2005) ISBN 978-1856694377
Dabner D – Graphic Design School: The Principles and Practices of Graphic Design,
4th Edition (John Wiley & Sons, 2009) ISBN 978-0470466513
De Bono E – A Smile in the Mind: Witty Thinking in Graphic Design
(Phaidon Press, 1998) ISBN 978-0714838120
Fiell C and Fiell P – Designing the 21st Century (Taschen, 2005)
ISBN 978-3822848029
Fletcher A – The Art of Looking Sideways (Phaidon Press, 2001)
ISBN 978-0714834498
Harvey W – 1000 Graphic Elements: Special Details for Distinctive Designs
(Rockport, 2004) ISBN 978-1592530779
Hollis R – Graphic Design – A Concise History (Thames & Hudson, 2001)
ISBN 978-0500203477
Krause J – Layout Index (North Light, 2001) ISBN 978-1581801460
Livingston A and Livingston L – Dictionary of Graphic Design and Designers
(Thames & Hudson, 2009) ISBN 978-0500203538
Walton R – The Big Book of Graphic Design (Collins Design, 2007)
ISBN 978-0061215247
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Journals
Artists and Illustrators
Baseline
Computer Arts
Computer Arts Projects
Creative Review
Design Magazine
Graphics World Association of Illustrators Journal
Websites
www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/
graphics

Design technology resources

www.computerarts.co.uk

Online version of magazine

www.graphicdesign.about.com

Graphic design blog

www.graphicssoft.about.com/od/photoshop

Resources for Photoshop

www.portfolios.com

Business management resources

www.vads.ac.uk

Resource for visual arts
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UNIT 7: PRESENTING CREATIVE WORK

Unit 7:

Presenting Creative Work

Unit code:

H/602/0478

QCF Level:

1

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to acquire skills in selecting and
presenting their own creative work.

Unit introduction
In this unit learners will explore both formal and informal methods of presentation.
This may include verbal presentations, illustrated presentations, portfolio
presentation, exhibition techniques and digital presentations.
It is intended that this unit be taught alongside other practical units so that
learners have the opportunity to learn how to present their work to its best
advantage. Presentation methods may include, for example, framing, mounting,
portfolio presentations, digital and reprographic techniques, displays, exhibitions,
CD ROM, projection, poster presentations.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to select creative work for presentation

2

Be able to use materials and techniques to present selected creative work

3

Be able to comment on own creative work.
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UNIT 7: PRESENTING CREATIVE WORK

Unit content

1

Be able to select creative work for presentation
Presentation: eg written report, website, interview, exhibition, show, television
programme
Selection of work for illustrated presentations: consideration (work, availability,
purpose, audience)

2

Be able to use materials and techniques to present selected creative
work
Presentation techniques: eg reviews, reports, oral presentation, audio-visual
presentation, electronic presentation, portfolio; planning eg sketches, designs,
ordering of materials, arranging venue; constraints eg media, situations
Situations: formal eg job interview, client presentation, exhibition, formal
presentation to peers; informal eg classroom display
Health and safety: cutting; adhesives; COSHH

3

Be able to comment on own creative work
Format: eg sketchbook, mounted work, annotations, written notes, video diary,
presentations (illustrated, oral)
Work: eg strengths, weaknesses, processes, technical issues, skills
development, future improvements, suitability for intended purpose, impact,
aesthetics
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use materials and techniques effectively
to present selected creative work

M2

use appropriate materials and
techniques to present selected creative
work

identify strengths and weaknesses of
own presentation work.

P2

P3
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comment on the strengths and
weaknesses of own presentation work.

select creative work for presentation
which shows range of own work

M1

select some creative work for
presentation

P1

M3

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

D3

D2

D1

comment with some detail on the
strengths and weaknesses of own
presentation work.

use materials and techniques
imaginatively to present selected
creative work

63

select creative work for presentation
that shows an informed understanding
of the requirements of the presentation

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 7: PRESENTING CREATIVE WORK

UNIT 7: PRESENTING CREATIVE WORK

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit needs to be taught alongside or subsequent to a practical unit in order for
learners to have outcomes to present. Learners should be encouraged to discuss
and question the appropriateness of materials, techniques and proposed
presentation methods.
Learners need to present work in both formal and informal situations. Formal
presentations of final outcomes to peers followed by a public display of mounted
work would meet these requirements and help build confidence and self-esteem in
the learner. Alternatively, learners may present their portfolio of work to a
client/panel in a mock interview situation in order to prepare them for employment
or progression on to higher level courses.

Assessment
Evidence for assessment should be provided through ongoing workshop/classroom
observation, ongoing critical feedback and submission of final photographic
outcomes presented in an appropriate format for formal and informal situations.
Learners should also keep a record of decisions taken affecting the selection of
materials, techniques and presentation methods they use. This may be in the form
of a simple diary, log, sketchbook or work journal. Learners should be encouraged
to make this evidence as visually stimulating as possible.
Video or audio recordings of presentations would provide excellent evidence with
the additional benefit of allowing playback to the learner for further reflection on
their own performance.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising craftspeople and designers to provide
assignments or work experience. A lecture or visit by a designer, craft worker or
practitioner local to the centre may provide useful and pertinent information on
working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk

•

business and finance advice, and local business links –
www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Creative and Cultural Skills, the Sector Skills Council for design, has launched the
web portal Creative Choices (www.creative-choices.co.uk). This portal has a range
of information about careers in the design sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media production, textiles and
fashion, provides details on its website about careers and the industry
(www.skillset.org) and has a regularly updated news and events page.
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Essential resources
The resources needed for this unit include mounting and exhibition materials,
studio tools and equipment, and digital media with associated hardware and
software.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Boylan B – What's Your Point? The 3-Step Method for Making Effective
Presentations (Adams Media Corporation, 2001) ISBN 978-1580624602
Comfort J and Utley D – Effective Presentations (Oxford University, 1995)
ISBN 978-0194570893
Finkelstein E et al – A Beginner's Guide to Creating Effective Presentations with
PowerPoint (Po Po, 2007) ISBN 978-0615158068
Oppenheim S – Portfolios That Sell: Professional Techniques for Presenting and
Marketing Your Photographs (Amphoto, 2003) ISBN 978-0817455439
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
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UNIT 8: DRAWING MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES

Unit 8:

Drawing Materials and
Techniques

Unit code:

J/601/8593

QCF Level:

1

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to develop skills in the use of drawing
materials and techniques and to apply these in their own work.

Unit introduction
In this unit learners will explore and develop basic drawing skills and discover what
mark-making skills and drawing media can do. They will develop a visual
vocabulary exploring basic materials and techniques. Learners will be made aware
of the importance of observational drawing and develop skills in and knowledge of
formal elements. They will learn the value of experimentation and exploration with
mark-making and the importance of making observations when interpreting a
subject. They will learn how to apply and develop these skills into creative visual
work.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to use mark-making skills using drawing materials and techniques

2

Be able to use observational drawing skills when working from primary and
secondary sources

3

Be able to use formal elements when working from primary and secondary
sources

4

Be able to explore expressive drawing techniques.
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Unit content

1

Be able to use mark-making skills using drawing materials and
techniques
Mark-making processes: eg wet, dry, collage, montage
Drawing materials: working characteristics eg dry (pencils, graphic pens,
pastels, charcoal, Conté), wet (paints, marker pens, inks); papers eg cartridge,
sugar, tissue, tracing, card
Drawing techniques: eg frottage, hatching, crosshatching, blending, impressing,
sgraffito, pen, wash, wax resist, photocopy, drawing, collage, mixed media;
creating effects eg textures, tone, pattern
Health and safety: responsible studio practice; safe use of equipment;
adherence to COSHH guidelines

2

Be able to use observational drawing skills when working from primary
and secondary sources
Drawing devices: eg mark-making, negative space, one-point perspective,
asymmetry, simple measuring, viewfinders, space frames, enlarging, formal
elements
Primary sources: eg observation, natural forms, landscapes, built environment,
human form, man-made structures, artefacts, objects, own photos, own
drawings, sketches
Secondary sources: visual references eg books, magazines, postcards, photos,
photocopies, videos, internet, exhibitions, museums

3

Be able to use formal elements when working from primary and
secondary sources
2D formal elements: eg line, shape, tone, colour, pattern, texture, scale,
proportion, symmetry, asymmetry, balance, focal point, composition,
perspective
Visual references: primary sources; secondary sources
Approaches: eg realistic, abstract, progressive, experimental

4

Be able to explore expressive drawing techniques
Expressive drawing techniques: response to stimuli eg music, smell, touch;
ways of seeing eg viewpoints, angles, close-ups, distance, use of space frames,
altering scale; formal elements eg line, shape, tone, colour, pattern, texture,
scale, proportion, perspective
Exploration: eg drawing materials, mixed media, techniques
Recording processes: eg annotations, discussions, appropriate language,
terminology, responses, approaches
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M4

69

explore different expressive drawing
techniques.

P4

imaginatively explore a wide range of
expressive drawing techniques.

explore formal elements confidently and
creatively when working from a wide
range of primary and secondary sources

D3

explore formal elements when working
from primary and secondary sources

P3

D4

creatively and confidently explore
observational drawing skills when
working from a wide range of primary
and secondary sources

D2

purposefully and competently explore
observational drawing skills when
working from a range of primary and
secondary sources

M2

explore observational drawing skills
when working from primary and
secondary sources

P2

explore formal elements effectively
when working from a range of primary
and secondary sources

explore a wide range of mark-making
skills with creative use of drawing
materials and techniques

D1

explore a range of mark-making skills
with effective use of drawing materials
and techniques

M1

explore mark-making skills using
different drawing materials and
techniques

P1

M3

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 8: DRAWING MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES

UNIT 8: DRAWING MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit will provide the opportunity to introduce learners to basic drawing skills
and allow them to develop their observational skills by exploring materials and
techniques and ways of approaching drawing work. Practical drawing activities
could take place both in the studio and out of doors. It would be beneficial to
learners for tutors to demonstrate how to use materials and techniques where
possible. Learners should develop an appreciation of experimentation in order to
broaden their understanding of drawing. Learners should become accustomed to
recording drawing materials, techniques, methods used and opinions through
annotations.
Where necessary learners will need to be advised of, and adhere to, appropriate
aspects of current legislation associated with health and safety practices in the
studio or workspace and should observe appropriate COSHH guidance material.

Assessment
Evidence for this unit will come from practical drawing and mark-making activities
associated with art, craft or design. Much of this will involve exploration through
the use of formal elements and a variety of methods and materials, using black and
white and colour. Evidence should come in the form of an experimental/work in
progress sketchbook, although some final outcomes could be possible. It will also
come from discussion with the learner about the formal elements used in their own
work. Annotations made to the work provide useful, but not essential, back-up
evidence but could serve as evidence of learners’ acknowledgement of health and
safety procedures.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising craftspeople and designers to provide
assignments or work experience. A lecture or visit by a designer, craft worker or
practitioner local to the centre may provide useful and pertinent information on
working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk

•

business and finance advice, and local business links –
www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Creative and Cultural Skills, the Sector Skills Council for design, has launched the
web portal Creative Choices (www.creative-choices.co.uk). This portal has a range
of information about careers in the design sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, provides details on its website
about careers and the industry (www.skillset.org) and has a regularly updated
news and events page.
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Essential resources
Access to studio space suitable for observational and experimental drawing and for
mark-making activities is essential for this unit together with a range of appropriate
materials and equipment. Library and learning facilities, which enable learners to
access examples of drawing in art, design and craft should be made available.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Edwards B – The New Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain (Harper Collins, 2001)
ISBN 978-0007116454
Edwards B – The New Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain Workbook:
Guided Practice in the 5 Basic Skills of Drawing (Souvenir Press, 2003)
ISBN 978-0285636644
Kaupelis R – Experimental Drawing Techiques (Watson-Guptill Publications, 1992)
ISBN 978-0823018226
Kaupelis R – Learning to Draw: A Creative Approach to Drawing
(Watson-Guptill Publications, 1989) ISBN 978-0823026760
Nicolaides K – The Natural Way to Draw (Andre Deutsch, 1972)
ISBN 978-0233963440
Simpson I – Encyclopaedia of Drawing Techniques (Headline, 1987)
ISBN 978-0747200513
Simpson I – Drawing, Seeing and Observation (A & C Black, 1982)
ISBN 978-0713622113
Stanyer P and Rosenberg T – A Foundation Course in Drawing
(Watson-Guptill Publications, 2003) ISBN 978-0823018687
Wright M – DK Art School: Introduction to Mixed Media (Dorling Kindersley, 1999)
ISBN 978-0789443021
Journals
Artists’ Newsletter
Creative Review
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UNIT 9: ANIMATION PROCESSES AND TECHNIQUES

Unit 9:

Animation Processes and
Techniques

Unit code:

R/602/0475

QCF Level:

1

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
This unit aims to introduce learners to the practical processes of animation and to
enable them to develop a basic understanding of animation techniques.

Unit introduction
This unit has been designed as a basic introduction to animation. Learners should
be introduced to different examples of animation techniques and consider how
these have been applied in fields such as advertising, film and animation itself.
Learners should develop materials that are appropriate for a short animated
sequence, including visual and sound. They may choose to focus on one specific
technique for the production of an animation sequence. Within the framework of
this unit it is not necessary for learners to produce a complete final animation.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Know the work of selected animators and animation studios

2

Be able to develop initial ideas for an animated sequence

3

Be able to produce materials for an animated sequence

4

Be able to comment on own animation work.
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UNIT 9: ANIMATION PROCESSES AND TECHNIQUES

Unit content

1

Know the work of selected animators and animation studios
Animators and animation studios: animators eg Svankmajer, Burton; studios eg
Pixar, DreamWorks, Aardman, Disney; styles; content
Techniques: eg stop frame, flip book, filmstrip, time-lapse photography,
sequential photographs, movement, drawing, collage, index cards, cut-out
animation, cel animation, mark-making on film, collage

2

Be able to develop initial ideas for an animated sequence
Storyline: content eg plot, narrative, purpose, message, audience needs; genre
eg comic, dramatic, children’s, fairytale adaptation
Character: type eg human, non-human, animal; roles; behaviour; voice
Preparation: artwork eg cut-out shapes, designs, characters, backgrounds;
storyboard; sources, references

3

Be able to produce materials for an animated sequence
Materials: visual eg cut-outs, drawings, paintings, mixed media, digital
photography, photocopied; technology eg software, cameras, lighting, sound,
music, voiceover, Chromakey

4

Be able to comment on own animation work
Format: eg sketchbook, mounted work, annotations, written notes, video diary,
illustrated oral presentations
Work: eg strengths, weaknesses, processes, technical issues, skills
development, future improvements, suitability for intended purpose, impact,
aesthetics
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develop simple initial ideas for an
animated sequence

produce materials for an animated
sequence

identify strengths and weaknesses of
own animation work.

P2

P3

P4

comment on the strengths and
weaknesses of own animation work.

produce effective materials for an
animated sequence

effectively develop initial ideas for an
animated sequence
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M4

M3

M2

M1

outline examples of the work of others
in the field of animation

P1

describe a range of examples of the
work of others in the field of animation

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

D4

D3

D2

D1

comment with some detail on the
strengths and weaknesses of own
animation work.
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produce sophisticated creative materials
for an animated sequence

develop imaginative ideas for an
animated sequence

describe with some detail a wide range
of the work of others in field of
animation

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 9: ANIMATION PROCESSES AND TECHNIQUES

UNIT 9: ANIMATION PROCESSES AND TECHNIQUES

Essential guidance

Delivery
The unit is intended as an introduction to animation and to encourage creative
expression. Short introductory practical exercises might include the production of
storyboards, cut-outs and simple flip-books. Discussion of animation techniques can
be supported with screenings of examples in advertising, music videos and from
major studios such as Disney, Aardman and DreamWorks.
At this level it is not considered necessary for the learner to produce a fully
animated sequence but rather materials in preparation for animation such as a
storyboard or a series of digital photographs. However, simple animation could be
achieved via software programs such as PowerPoint in which cells from a
storyboard or a digital photographic sequence could be imported and sounds added.

Assessment
Evidence for assessment of learning outcome 1could be in the form of
presentations, or written reports. For learning outcomes 2 and 3 learners need to
produce a range of outcomes for assessment. This may include sketchbooks with
annotations, written notes, photographs, tape or video recordings, and witness
statements. For learning outcome 4 they will need to be taught how to comment on
their work and working processes.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising animators in order to develop
assignments for learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by a
practising animator can provide useful and pertinent information on working
practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk

•

business and finance advice, and local business links –
www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Creative and Cultural Skills, the Sector Skills Council for design, has launched the
web portal Creative Choices (www.creative-choices.co.uk). This portal has a range
of information about careers in the design sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for the creative media sector, provides details on
its website about careers and the industry (www.skillset.org) and has a regularly
updated news and events page.

Essential resources
Learners should have access to adequate production equipment. This may take the
form of a traditional rostrum with film or video recording and suitable audio facility
or of appropriate computer software packages. For this introductory unit it is not
essential to offer professional levels of equipment.
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Indicative resources
Textbooks
Furniss M – The Animation Bible: A Guide to Everything - from Flipbooks to Flash
(Laurence King, 2008) ISBN 978-1856695503
Lord P and Sibley B – Cracking Animation: The Aardman Book of 3D Animation
(Thames & Hudson, 2004) ISBN 978-0500511909
Webster C – Animation: The Mechanics of Motion - Focal Press Visual Effects and
Animation (Focal Press, 2005) ISBN 978-0240516660
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
Websites
www.aardman.com

Aardman Animations

www.awn.com

Animation World Network

www.pixar.com

Pixar

www.wbanimation.warnerbros.com

Warner Brothers
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Unit 10:

Creative Use of Materials,
Techniques and Processes

Unit code:

R/602/0976

QCF Level:

1

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to develop skills in using different
techniques and processes to explore and experiment with media and materials.

Unit introduction
The intention of this unit is to explore both 2D and 3D materials, techniques and
processes. Ideally this unit should be integrated with other practical units. The work
generated in this unit may influence the final work produced within the other
specialist areas. The experimental work should demonstrate the learner’s skills and
understanding. Whilst developing their work learners need to be made aware of the
relevant health and safety requirements and COSHH guidance.
(This is a generic unit and should be contextualised through the specialist areas.)

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to explore different materials, techniques and processes

2

Be able to demonstrate the use of materials, techniques and processes in own
work

3

Be able to review the suitability of selected materials, techniques and processes
used in own work.
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Unit content

1

Be able to explore different materials, techniques and processes
Materials: 2D eg papers, card, fabrics (natural, synthetic), yarns; 3D resistant
eg glass, perspex, aluminium (foil, sheet), wood, plastics, concrete, steel; 3D
non-resistant eg clay, textiles, papier mâché, found materials, plastics
2D processes: eg printing (monoprinting, relief), tapestry, weaving, machine
embroidery, pigment printing, imprinting/transfer printing, painting, mixed
media drawing, thumbnail sketches; lens-based eg black and white
photography, exposing, developing and printing, photo-sensitive films
3D processes: eg maquette making, armature construction, clay processes
(hand building, wheel work, mould-making), sculptural processes (carving,
shaping, forming), mixed media work, toiles, model making, paper engineering
for realisation purposes
Mark-making: eg wet, dry, lens-based (photograms, pin-hole cameras), textiles
(dyeing, printing, distorted weft), collage, montage, 3D shaping,
fabricating (carving, modelling, gluing, welding, riveting, tying)
Technological media: eg computers, scanners, cameras, photocopiers
Health and safety: responsible studio practice; safe use of equipment eg sharp
tools, electrical equipment; maintenance; cleaning; personal protective
equipment (PPE); adherence to appropriate COSHH guidelines on materials

2

Be able to demonstrate the use of materials, techniques and processes
in own work
Selecting: appropriate materials eg 2D, 3D, resistant, non-resistant;
techniques; processes
Tools and equipment: painting eg brushes, paint (gouache, acrylic, oil,
watercolour), canvas, board; drawing eg pencils, pastels (hard, soft), charcoal,
papers (cartridge, sugar, tissue, tracing, card); design work eg spatial (rulers,
technical drawing instruments, drawing boards), printing (rollers, lino blocks,
cutting tools), clay work (modelling tools, banding wheels, potter’s wheel,
kilns), textiles (fabrics, dyes, needles, pins, sewing machines), wood working
(saws, hammers, drills, chisels, nails, screws), paper-based (scissors, blades,
guillotine, glues)
Experimentation: creative potential eg materials, techniques, processes,
limitations; experimental techniques eg combining (materials, processes),
testing, sample pieces; design development eg research, generating ideas,
sketchbook work, drawings, maquette making, reviewing, refining
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3

Be able to review the suitability of selected materials, techniques and
processes used in own work.
Review: evaluate suitability eg materials, techniques, processes, alternative
combinations; aesthetic qualities; fitness for purpose
Comment: describe working processes eg successes, disappointments; assess
results eg strengths, weaknesses, opportunities for improvement;
appropriateness eg techniques, processes, materials, aesthetics, fitness for
purpose; explain decisions eg suitability (materials, techniques, processes)
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use materials, techniques and processes
in own work

review the suitability of selected
materials, techniques and processes
used in own work.

P2

P3

82

M1

experiment with different materials,
techniques and processes

P1

coherently review the suitability of
selected materials, techniques and
processes in own work.

M3

creatively use a wide range of
materials, techniques and processes
in own work
critically review the suitability of
selected materials, techniques and
processes in own work.

D3

purposefully experiment with a wide
range of materials, techniques and
processes
D2

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition
to the pass and merit criteria, the
learner is able to:
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effectively use a range of materials,
techniques and processes in own work

M2

methodically experiment with a range of
materials, techniques and processes

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 10: CREATIVE USE OF MATERIALS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES

UNIT 10: CREATIVE USE OF MATERIALS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES

Essential guidance

Delivery
Learners achieving this unit in their chosen pathway will develop their knowledge,
skill and understanding of the materials, techniques and processes normally
associated with the nature of the vocational discipline. Exploration of a variety of
materials, techniques and processes will enable learners to consolidate their
learning. Learners will need to be advised of, and adhere to, all aspects of current
legislation associated with health and safety practices in the studio or workplace.
Tutors should encourage learners to develop an experimental approach. When
describing the suitability of different materials, techniques and processes learners
should be invited to discuss, and comment on, success and/or failure with regard to
the ‘fitness for purpose’ or quality of the work produced.

Assessment
The main purpose of this unit is the exploration and application of skills and an
integrated approach should be encouraged as this unit can ‘feed’ into or enhance
work produced in other units. Exploration may arise from the needs of a given
situation but may also be stimulated by curiosity, extending a developing personal
style. Learners should expect to produce a range of work that demonstrates a
broad experimentation with related materials, techniques and processes.
Evidence should include annotated sketchbook work showing development of
design ideas, technical notes, samples, test pieces and finished work. Evidence of
awareness of appropriate health and safety regulations may be in the form of
annotations. Learners should be able to describe and reflect upon the exploratory
work undertaken and the final outcomes.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising craftspeople and designers to provide
visiting speakers, assignments and work experience. A lecture or visit by a designer
or craftworker local to the centre can provide useful and pertinent information on
working practice. Assignments should be vocationally relevant and centres should
consider running ‘live projects’ where possible to support the vocational content of
the unit and program.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk

•

business and finance advice, and local business links –
www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Creative and Cultural Skills, the Sector Skills Council for design, has launched the
web portal Creative Choices (www.creative-choices.co.uk). This portal has a range
of information about careers in the design sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its websiste (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry, and has a
regularly updated news and events page.
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Essential resources
The resources needed for this unit will vary according to the specific technical and
material demands of the learners’ work.
For clay: clay tools, wheels, slip trailers, brushes, kilns etc.
For textiles: scissors, needles, tape measures, looms, sewing machines etc.
For wood: saws, planes, drills, chisels, carving tools, hammers, screwdrivers,
sanding machines
For light metals and plastics: saws, snips, files, drills, soldering irons, hammers,
vices, pliers, power drills, vacuum former etc.
Learners will need access to information on historical and contemporary
professional practice in a design craft context, plus library and internet access.
Visits to galleries, museums, exhibitions and working studios are recommended.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Cole D – 1000 Patterns (A&C Black, 2003) ISBN 978-0713667165
Fiell C and P – Designing the 21st Century (Taschen, 2005) ISBN 978-3822848029
Herbert T and Huggins K – The Decorative Tile (Phaidon Press, 2000)
ISBN 978-0714839790
Mills J – Encyclopaedia of Sculptural Techniques (B T Batsford, 2005)
ISBN 978-0713489309
Powers A – Nature in Design (Conran Octopus, 2002) ISBN 978-1840912579
Smith R – The Artist’s Handbook (Dorling Kindersley, 2003) ISBN 978-0789493361
Terraroli V – Skira Dictionary of Modern Decorative Arts (Skira Editore, 2001)
ISBN 978-8884910257
Trow A – Surface (RotoVision, 2002) ISBN 978-2880465568
Willacy D M – Craft & Design in Wood (Nelson Thornes, 1987)
ISBN 978-0748710669
Journals
Artists Newsletter
Crafts
Creative Review
Websites
www.caa.org.uk

Contemporary Applied Arts gallery

www.craftscouncil.org.uk

National development agency for contemporary crafts

www.vam.ac.uk

Victoria and Albert Museum
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Unit 11:

Explore Artists’ and Designers’
Work

Unit code:

J/602/0991

QCF Level:

1

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to gain the investigative, recording and
presentation skills required to carry out a visual enquiry from primary and
secondary sources.

Unit introduction
This unit involves investigating and exploring the work of other artists, craftspeople
and designers and their influences. This can be a broad investigation or it can be
specific to a specialist art and design pathway. The aim of the unit is that it is
primarily a visual enquiry which encourages learners to investigate a range of
historical and contemporary art, craft and design work. They will develop the skills
needed to find, organise, select and record their information, which should be from
primary and secondary sources. This research is intended to provide inspiration
when developing their own work. This unit should be taught alongside and
integrated with other practical units. Learners will be encouraged to develop their
own responses to the research and develop appropriate presentation skills.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to investigate the work of others and the influences of historical and
contemporary art and design developments

2

Be able to record information from primary and secondary sources

3

Be able to develop own responses to the work of other artists, craftspeople and
designers

4

Be able to present information
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Unit content

1

Be able to investigate the work of others and the influences of
historical and contemporary art and design developments
Work of other artists and designers: contemporary; historical; key movements
eg styles, schools, individuals; Western; non-Western cultures
Influences: technical eg formal elements, materials, techniques, processes;
cultural influences eg social, political, personal, global, contemporaries,
literature, media

2

Be able to record information from primary and secondary sources
Primary sources: observational drawing, photography, recordings from firsthand observation eg trips, visits, digital recording, annotation, commentary
Secondary sources: visual information eg images, clippings, buildings,
photographs, books, work of others, poetry, music, leaflets, brochures,
postcards, notes, photocopies, books, magazines, journals; digital sources eg
recordings from interviews with people, internet sources, videos, CD ROMs

3

Be able to develop own responses to the work of other artists,
craftspeople and designers
Own response: visual eg mark-making, formal elements, 2D materials, 3D
materials, digital, web-based, photographic, written, oral

4

Be able to present information
Present information: developmental work eg drawings, notes, photographs,
sketchbooks, research findings, discussion notes, recordings, factual
information, personal response
Evaluation: eg what the artist or designer made or makes, what formal
elements have been used, how visual language has been used, how the work
was made, materials, techniques and processes used by the artist
Presentation: eg spoken, visual, written, performed, 2D, 3D, digital
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present information in an appropriate
format with skill.

confidently develop and produce own
responses to the work of other artists,
craftspeople and designers researched

D3

competently develop and produce own
responses to the work of other artists,
craftspeople and designers researched

M3

produce own responses developed from
research into the work of different
artists, craftspeople and designers

P3

D4

confidently record information from a
wide range of primary and secondary
sources

D2

competently record information from a
range of primary and secondary
sources

M2

record information from a range of
different primary and secondary
sources

P2

present information in an appropriate
format with some skill.

confidently investigate the work of
different artists and designers and
identify the influences of historical and
contemporary art and design
developments

D1

competently investigate the work of
different artists and designers and
identify the influences of historical and
contemporary art and design
developments

M1

investigate the work of different artists
and designers and the influences of
historical and contemporary art and
design developments

P1

M4

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

87

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describes the level of achievement required.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 11: EXPLORE ARTISTS’ AND DESIGNERS’ WORK

UNIT 11: EXPLORE ARTISTS’ AND DESIGNERS’ WORK

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit should be a creative, practical, visual enquiry, which involves looking at
and making direct responses to the work of historical and contemporary artists and
designers. Investigations can be broad, or subject specific and should focus on the
techniques and materials used by the artist and the context in which the work
studied has been produced.

Assessment
This unit is assessed through evidence in learners’ portfolios. Visual records about
the chosen artist and the information about the work and its background are the
two areas that will be required as evidence for assessment. Learners should also
include a personal response to the work studied. Assessment can be based on a
creative combination of written and visual information.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising craftspeople and designers to provide
assignments or work experience. A lecture or visit by a designer, craft worker or
practitioner local to the centre may provide useful and pertinent information on
working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk

•

business and finance advice, and local business links –
www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Creative and Cultural Skills, the Sector Skills Council for design, has launched the
web portal Creative Choices (www.creative-choices.co.uk). This portal has a range
of information about careers in the design sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, provides details on its website
about careers and the industry (www.skillset.org) and has a regularly updated
news and events page.

Essential resources
Learners should have access to background information about the work of others.
This may be obtained through a combination of printed and searchable sources as
well as visits to galleries, museums, workshops, visits from guest artists, object
handling sessions and skill building workshops.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Langmuir E – The Yale Dictionary of Art and Artists (Yale University Press, 2000)
ISBN 978-0300064582
Murray L and Murray P – The Penguin Dictionary of Art and Artists (Penguin, 2007)
ISBN 978-0140513004
Smith R – The Artist's Handbook (Dorling Kindersley, 2009) ISBN 978-1405348775
88
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Journals
Arts Journal
The Art Newspaper
Websites
www.apollo-magazine.com

Online version of Apollo magazine, giving an up-todate view on contemporary arts

www.arthistory.about.com

A website offering links to useful sources of
information on historical and contemporary artists

www.craftscouncil.org.uk

This website includes access to a list of current
designers and makers, and a searchable image
bank called Photostore
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Unit 1:

Graphic Materials, Techniques
and Processes

Unit code:

K/602/0692

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to explore, experiment with and develop
skills and knowledge in the use of specialist materials, techniques and processes
within graphic design.

Unit introduction
This unit enables learners to undertake practical experimentation with graphic
materials, techniques and technology, within a design context. Learners should
demonstrate their skills and sensitivity in the development and production of
finished graphic design work. Learners will be expected to use reprographic and
digital technologies to support the use of more traditional techniques whilst being
made aware of the health and safety requirements which apply to the tools and
equipment used to develop and produce graphic outcomes.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to investigate graphic materials, techniques and processes

2

Be able to use graphic materials, techniques and processes in own work

3

Be able to use digital and reprographic techniques

4

Know about the use of graphic materials, techniques and processes.
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Unit content

1

Be able to investigate graphic materials, techniques and processes
Graphic materials, techniques and processes: working characteristics; physical
properties eg papers, inkjet, layout, cartridge, illustration board, card, acetate,
foils, plastics
Working characteristics of media: wet eg paints, inks, marker pens; dry eg
pencils, pastel, charcoal
2D processes: eg mixed media, collage, montage, lens-based, monoprint, linoprint, screen print, collagraph
3D processes: eg model making, card engineering
Digital media: eg DTP, image manipulation, illustration
Health and safety: current COSHH regulations and workroom practices

2

Be able to use graphic materials, techniques and processes in own work
Selecting: materials; techniques; processes; clarify intentions; consider fitness
for purpose; audience requirements
Experimentation: materials eg drawing, paint, marker pens, photography, card,
foils, plastics, cards, grades of paper, mixed media; techniques eg paste-up,
collage, hand-rendered lettering, computer-generated type; processes eg ideas
development, roughs, thumbnails, designs, software
Produce: visuals; developmental work; finished work

3

Be able to use digital and reprographic techniques
Image capture: eg digital cameras, scanners, computers, software, image
manipulation, file transfer
Output: eg file saving, transfer, storage, prints, paper grades, finishes, screen
calibration to print, laminate
Reprographics: photocopies eg enlarge, reduce, manipulate, copy work, print

4

Know about the use of graphic materials, techniques and processes
Consider: materials eg combinations, fitness for purpose, image and text, visual
effect, communication, association; techniques applied eg design process,
developmental work, sources used, image manipulation, hand rendering,
software use, potential; processes eg hand-produced artwork, digital
manipulation, enhancement, output
Describe: decisions; choices; strategies applied, design development; methods
eg gauging fitness for purpose, considering feedback, final work, output
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M4
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evaluate the use of graphic materials,
techniques and processes in own work.

D4

describe the use of graphic materials,
techniques and processes in own work.

P3

use sophisticated digital and
reprographic techniques fluently

use basic digital and reprographic
techniques

P3

D3

demonstrate skills in the imaginative
use of graphic materials, techniques
and processes in own work

D2

demonstrate skills in the effective use
of graphic materials, techniques and
processes in own work

M2

demonstrate skills in the use of graphic
materials, techniques and processes in
own work

P2

use digital and reprographic techniques
consistently and effectively

imaginatively investigate a wide range
of graphic materials, techniques and
processes safely

D1

coherently investigate a range of
graphic materials, techniques and
processes safely

M1

investigate a limited range of graphic
materials, techniques and processes
safely

P1

M3

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 1: GRAPHIC MATERIALS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES

UNIT 1: GRAPHIC MATERIALS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES

Essential guidance

Delivery
Learners studying this unit will broaden their knowledge and skills in using the
materials, techniques and processes associated with graphic design.
Experimentation with a variety of graphic materials, techniques and processes will
enable learners to reinforce their learning. Learners will need to be advised of
health and safety practices in studios and workshops. Learners should be
encouraged to develop a creative and questioning approach to developing designs
and resolving problems. When describing the suitability of different graphic
materials, techniques and processes learners should discuss and comment upon the
effectiveness of the work produced in terms of quality and fitness for purpose.

Assessment
Learners should submit a body of work that encompasses their experimentation
and application of graphic materials, techniques and processes. Practical work is
likely to consist of research, visuals, design development and finished outcomes,
hand rendered and digitally outputted. The degree of combination will depend on
the approach taken by individual learners. They should be encouraged to describe
working methods and materials using correct terminology. In addition they should
develop their own creative identity and will produce work that reflects their level of
understanding.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.
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UNIT 1: GRAPHIC MATERIALS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES

Essential resources
The resources needed for this unit include digital media with associated hardware
and software, studio tools and equipment and related journals and reference
materials. Learners should be provided with adequate traditional materials
alongside access to digital facilities to encourage an experimental approach. Access
to printing and reprographics facilities is also required.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Evans D W – People, Communication and Organisations (Longman, 1990)
ISBN 978-0273032694
Fiell C and Fiell P – Contemporary Graphic Design (25) (Taschen, 2010)
ISBN 978-3836521369
Harvey W – 1000 Graphic Elements: Special Details for Distinctive Design
(Rockport 2004) ISBN 978-1592530779
MacLellan T, Parsons A and Wise J – BTEC Level 2 First Art and Design Student
Book (Edexcel, 2010) ISBN 978-1846906121
Walton R –The Big Book of Graphic Design (Collins Design, 2007)
ISBN 978-0061215247
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
Websites
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Information about jobs, competitions, trends
and current design practice

www.yourcreativefuture.org.uk

Website offering career information and advice
about working in the creative industries

www.youthedesigner.com

Tips and resources about graphic design
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UNIT 2: GRAPHIC DESIGN DRAWING SKILLS

Unit 2:

Graphic Design Drawing Skills

Unit code:

L/602/0698

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
In this unit the learner will develop the graphic drawing skills necessary to produce
both abstract and literal graphic images, using graphic drawing skills as a means of
communication.

Unit introduction
In this unit the learner will develop the graphic drawing skills necessary to produce
both abstract and literal graphic images. The use of primary sources to develop
mark-making and observational skills will be essential to this unit. The learner will
be encouraged to use a range of graphic media to produce graphic imagery and will
explore graphic drawing skills as a means of communication in a range of
situations.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to produce work from primary sources which explores formal elements

2

Be able to develop graphic drawing skills by experimenting with mark-making

3

Be able to use drawing media to produce a variety of graphic images

4

Be able to use graphic drawing skills to communicate information.
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UNIT 2: GRAPHIC DESIGN DRAWING SKILLS

Unit content

1

Be able to produce work from primary sources which explores formal
elements
Primary sources: Observational studies eg from life, figures, natural forms,
manmade objects, architecture, interviews, photographs, drawings, notes,
recordings, film
Formal elements: eg line, tone, colour, form, shape, pattern, texture, structure,
balance, scale, proportion, perspective, composition

2

Be able to develop graphic drawing skills by experimenting with markmaking
Drawing skills: 2D eg drawing, mark-making, painting collage, printmaking,
photography, pin-hole camera, digital media; 3D eg cutting, shaping, model
making, laser cutting; time-based eg film, video, narrative image, music,
animation, lighting, non-traditional technologies

3

Be able to use drawing media to produce a variety of graphic images
Graphic images: abstract images eg patterns, shapes, logos, compositions;
literal images eg monograms, pictograms, symbols, signs, logotypes,
illustrations, narrative imagery, advertisements, observational drawings

4

Be able to use graphic drawing skills to communicate information
Communicate: information eg a specific message, facts, instruct, inform,
advise, guide; meaning eg clarification, emphasis, emotion, suggestion,
propaganda, persuasion, illustrations, narrative imagery, signs, directions
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produce work which uses graphic
drawing skills to communicate
information.

P4
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demonstrate an effective ability to use
graphic drawing skills to communicate
information.

use drawing media to produce a variety
of graphic images

P3

M4

develop effective graphic drawing skills
by exploring mark-making

M2

produce work which develops graphic
drawing skills by experimenting with
mark-making

P2

use a range of drawing media to
produce a variety of graphic images

produce effective work from primary
sources which explores formal elements

M1

produce work from primary sources
which explores formal elements

P1

M3

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

demonstrate a creative ability to use
graphic drawing skills to communicate
information.

D4
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use a wide range of drawing media to
produce a variety of graphic images
creatively

develop creative graphic drawing skills
by exploring mark-making

produce creative work from primary
sources which explores formal elements

D3

D2

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 2: GRAPHIC DESIGN DRAWING SKILLS

UNIT 2: GRAPHIC DESIGN DRAWING SKILLS

Essential guidance

Delivery
For this unit learners should explore graphic mark-making in an art historical and
contemporary context clearly illustrating how media and technologies can be used
to produce outcomes. Learners should be encouraged to explore other styles of
drawing eg photography and drawing with ‘light’, stills in a sequential presentation
and abstract drawing, symbols, pictograms, logos and signs in addition to more
traditional drawing styles and methods.

Assessment
Learners should present evidence that they have undertaken investigative markmaking work in order to further develop their skills in the production of graphic
imagery. This includes the use of graphic media in a variety of combinations in
order to produce unexpected results.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
The resources needed for this unit include digital media with associated hardware
and software, studio tools and equipment and related journals and reference
materials.
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UNIT 2: GRAPHIC DESIGN DRAWING SKILLS

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Micklewright K – Drawing: Mastering the Language of Visual Expression
(Laurence King, 2005) ISBN 978-1856694605
Simblet S – The Drawing Book: An Innovative, Practical Approach to Drawing the
World Around You (Dorling Kindersley, 2009) ISBN 978-1405341233
Simpson I – Drawing, Seeing and Observation (A & C Black, 2003)
ISBN 978-0713668780
Journals
Artists and Illustrators
Creative Review
Design Week
Websites
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Information about jobs, competitions, trends
and current design practice

www.yourcreativefuture.org.uk

Website offering career information and advice
about working in the creative industries

www.youthedesigner.com

Tips and resources about graphic design
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UNIT 3: GRAPHIC DESIGN IDEAS AND CONCEPTS

Unit 3:

Graphic Design Ideas and
Concepts

Unit code:

A/602/0700

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
This unit aims to develop learners’ skills in originating, expressing and reviewing
ideas and concepts in response to graphic design briefs.

Unit introduction
This unit enables learners to develop the skills necessary to originate and express
ideas and concepts. The use of primary and secondary sources as a means to
practise ideas generation is essential to reinforce the need for working in context.
Learners will need to develop the ability to select and apply ideas in response to
graphic design briefs. They should be able to describe and review the way in which
they have originated, selected and used ideas to produce creative work.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to research from primary and secondary sources

2

Be able to experiment with ideas generation techniques

3

Be able to develop and present creative ideas in response to a brief

4

Be able to review the development of ideas and concepts.
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UNIT 3: GRAPHIC DESIGN IDEAS AND CONCEPTS

Unit content

1

Be able to research from primary and secondary sources
Primary sources: eg first-hand observation, interviews, off-site visits, object
handling sessions
Secondary sources: eg photographs, books, articles, leaflets, newspaper
reviews, internet pages, magazines

2

Be able to experiment with ideas generation techniques
Ideas generation: techniques eg mindmaps, serial thinking, lateral thinking,
word association, lists, flowcharts, diagrams, thumbnail sketching; first-hand
observation; recordings eg drawings, notes, photographs, digital recordings;
perception eg feeling, emotions, semantics, association

3

Be able to develop and present creative ideas in response to a brief
Develop ideas in response to a brief: needs of brief eg client, user, aim,
audience profile, context, intentions, outcomes; development eg planning,
budgeting, problem solving, selection, testing, review; production eg visuals,
samples, mock-ups, masters, production methods
Present creative ideas: presentation eg digital presentation, pitch, visuals,
samples, layouts, roughs, client meeting

4

Be able to review the development of ideas and concepts
Review: development eg problem solving, testing, communication, client
feedback, peer reviews, audience response; ideas and concepts eg message,
style, presentation, intention; outcomes eg success and/or failure, quality and
aesthetics of the work, communication
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produce evidence of effective
experimentation with a range of ideas
generation techniques

M2

produce work which shows
experimentation with ideas generation
techniques

develop and present ideas which
respond to a brief

review the development of own ideas
and concepts.

P2

P3

P4

produce competent descriptions of the
development of ideas and concepts.
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M4

develop and present creative ideas
which show an effective response to the
brief

produce evidence of a competent ability
to research from primary and secondary
sources

M1

produce research from primary and
secondary sources

P1

M3

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

develop and present creative ideas
which show a creative response to a
brief

D3
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produce confident descriptions of the
development of ideas and concepts.

produce creative, independent and
fluent experimentation with a wide
range of ideas generation techniques

D2

D4

produce evidence of a confident ability
to research from primary and secondary
sources

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 3: GRAPHIC DESIGN IDEAS AND CONCEPTS

UNIT 3: GRAPHIC DESIGN IDEAS AND CONCEPTS

Essential guidance

Delivery
Learners should gather research and visual information from sources such as
galleries, museums and studios, fieldtrips and first-hand observation. This can
include sketches, drawings, studies, photographs, ephemera and written
information.
To develop ideas, learners should use problem-solving exercises and know how to
integrate research into their ideas development.

Assessment
Learners should present evidence that they have analysed problems and developed
work in response to given tasks. This should be supported by the recording of
source material which contextualises their work. Development work and final
outcomes should be annotated on the successes and failures encountered during
the design process.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
The resources needed for this unit include digital media with associated hardware
and software, studio tools and equipment and related journals and reference
materials. This is a studio-based unit and learners will need access to materials and
equipment to develop their ideas.
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UNIT 3: GRAPHIC DESIGN IDEAS AND CONCEPTS

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Berger J – Ways of Seeing (Penguin, 2008) ISBN 978-0141035796
De Bono E – Serious Creativity: Using the Power of Lateral Thinking to Create New
Ideas (Harper Collins, 1995) ISBN 978-0006379584
Michalko M – Thinkpak: A Brainstorming Card Deck (Ten Speed Press, 2006)
ISBN 978-1580087728
Journals
Creative Review
Eye
Grafik
Websites
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Information about jobs, competitions, trends
and current design practice

www.yourcreativefuture.org.uk

Website offering career information and advice
about working in the creative industries

www.youthdesigner.com

Tips and resources about graphic design
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UNIT 4: VISUAL LANGUAGE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit 4:

Visual Language in Graphic
Design

Unit code:

L/602/0703

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to develop visual language skills and
understanding through practical image making as a response to observation and
experimentation.

Unit introduction
In this unit learners will develop skills in practical image making through
observation, experimentation with media and looking at the work of others. They
will use primary sources to develop observational and drawing skills and will use a
variety of drawing media to explore ways in which the elements of visual language,
conveyed through drawing and image making, may be used to communicate an
intended meaning or message. Learners’ understanding of visual language will be
broadened by studying examples of the use of visual language in the work of other
artists and designers.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to develop skills in image making by drawing from primary sources

2

Be able to use drawing media to communicate meanings, messages and
information

3

Understand visual language in others’ work

4

Be able to describe the use of visual language in practical graphic image
making.
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UNIT 4: VISUAL LANGUAGE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit content

1

Be able to develop skills in image making by drawing from primary
sources
Primary sources: observational drawing eg field trips, still life, found materials,
ephemera, organic forms, geophysical forms, rocks, stones, man made forms,
architecture, life drawing

2

Be able to use drawing media to communicate meanings, messages and
information
Communicate meaning: subjective eg communicating emotions, feelings, ideas,
aspirations, semiotics, symbolism, concepts, psychology of colour, persuasion,
influence, propaganda; objective eg specific information, facts, data, messages,
meanings, directions

3

Understand visual language in others’ work
Visual language: subjective information eg emotions, feelings; objective
information; specific messages; work of others eg artists, designers,
craftspeople, media, film makers, advertising, packaging design, graphic design,
fashion

4

Be able to describe the use of visual language in practical graphic
image making
Use of visual language: development of ideas eg problem solving, ideas
generation, concepts, visuals, mark-making, thumbnails, selections,
communications; comment eg annotation, observations, evaluation, written
feedback, oral feedback, diagrams, flowcharts; research eg visual language in
others’ work, influences on own work
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competently use different drawing
media to communicate meanings,
messages and information

M2

apply skills with drawing media to
communicate meanings, messages and
information

discuss visual language in others’ work

discuss own use of visual language in
practical graphic image making.

P2

P3

P4

competently describe own use of visual
language in practical graphic image
making.
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M4

competently discuss visual language in
others’ work

develop competent skills in image
making by drawing from primary
sources

M1

develop skills in image making by
drawing from primary sources

P1

M3

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

confidently describe own use of visual
language in practical graphic image
making.

D4
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confidently discuss visual language in
others’ work

confidently use different drawing
media to fluently communicate
meanings, messages and information

D2

D3

develop confident skills in image
making by drawing from primary
sources

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 4: VISUAL LANGUAGE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

UNIT 4: VISUAL LANGUAGE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit should be delivered with an investigative and experimental approach,
encouraging learners to broaden their visual language and communication skills.
The use of unusual materials and media should be used in addition to traditional
materials as this may extend visual thinking and creativity working from primary
source material and exploring others' work.

Assessment
Learners should analyse their own and others’ use of visual language and
developed work in response to given tasks and complex activities. This should be
supported by the recording of source material which contextualises their work. The
emphasis should be upon observational drawing and experimental development
work rather than final outcomes.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
The resources needed for this unit include digital media with associated hardware
and software, studio tools and equipment and related journals and reference
materials. This unit is studio-based and learners will need access to drawing
equipment, both traditional and experimental.
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UNIT 4: VISUAL LANGUAGE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Berger J – Ways of Seeing (Penguin, 2008) ISBN 978-0141035796
De Bono E – Serious Creativity: Using the Power of Lateral Thinking to Create New
Ideas (Harper Collins, 1995) ISBN 978-0006379584
Michalko M – Thinkpak: A Brainstorming Card Deck (Ten Speed Press, 2006)
ISBN 978-1580087728
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
Eye
Grafik
Websites
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Information about jobs, competitions, trends
and current design practice

www.yourcreativefuture.org.uk

Website offering career information and advice
about working in the creative industries.

www.youthedesigner.com

Tips and resources about graphic design
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UNIT 5: TYPOGRAPHY IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit 5:

Typography in Graphic Design

Unit code:

D/602/0706

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to explore typographic design, to use type and images in
graphic design outcomes and to investigate the development and origin of
typography.

Unit introduction
This unit explore typographic design and the layout and construction of type and
fonts. It deals with the origin and development of letterforms and the use of
typographic terminology, the design of grid systems and the use of type with image
in graphic design outcomes. Learners should research historical references and
sources and will be expected to create graphic design outcomes which explore the
relationships between type and images.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Know the origins and historical development of letterforms and typefaces

2

Be able to use technical terminology when working with letterforms and
typefaces

3

Be able to explore the use of grid systems in a range of page layouts with type
and images

4

Be able to create graphic design outcomes which combine type and images.
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UNIT 5: TYPOGRAPHY IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit content

1

Know the origins and historical development of letterforms and
typefaces
Origins of letterforms: historical eg pictograms, hieroglyphs, Greek alphabet,
wax tablets, kana, Roman inscriptions, carving, signs, symbols; industrial and
technological advances eg printing press, linotype, fonts, hot metal press,
desktop publishing, internet

2

Be able to use technical terminology when working with letterforms
and typefaces
Technical terminology: type eg body size; x-height; serif; sans serif; ascender;
descender; counter; font; points; picas; text alignment eg align left, align right,
centred, justified, line spacing, leading, word spacing, letter spacing

3

Be able to explore the use of grid systems in a range of page layouts
with type and images
Page layout conventions: headers; footers; gutters; margins; columns; folios;
historical references; Bauhaus, Neue Grafik, punk

4

Be able to create graphic design outcomes which combine type and
images
Sources: letter forms eg calligraphy, hand-drawn, digital; printed eg type
reference books, newspapers, magazines, signs in the environment, found letter
forms, web pages, accidental letters
Development: materials exploration eg drawing media, ink pens, pencils,
charcoal, felt-tip pens, markers; unusual drawing media eg sticks, sponges,
combs, tools, collage, lens-based, digital media, photocopiers; planning eg
thumbnails, sketches, layouts, drafts, mock-ups; review eg aesthetic value,
fitness for purpose, intentions
Presentation: outcomes eg layouts, visuals, roughs, annotations, plans, concept
sheets, page mock-ups, drafts, final copy
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produce work which shows confident
understanding of grid systems in page
layouts with type and images
create a creative graphic design
outcome which combines type and
images.

D3

D4

produce work using grid systems in
page layouts with type and images

produce a graphic design outcome
which combines type and images.

P3

P3

create an effective graphic design
outcome which combines type and
images.

produce work competently using grid
systems in page layouts with type and
images
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M4

M3

competently use correct technical
terminology when working with
letterforms and typefaces
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confidently use correct technical
terminology when working with
letterforms and typefaces

D2

use correct technical terminology when
working with letterforms and typefaces

P2

M2

confidently investigate the origins and
historical development of letterforms
and typefaces

D1

M1

discuss the origins and historical
development of letterforms and
typefaces

P1

competently describe the origins and
historical development of letterforms
and typefaces

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 5: TYPOGRAPHY IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

UNIT 5: TYPOGRAPHY IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Essential guidance

Delivery
Teaching this unit should involve practical studio and workshop activity exploring
origins and historical development of typefaces, visits to museums, archives and
printers, and visits from letterform or typeface designers. Learners should be given
opportunities to use metal and wooden type. They should explore the conventions
of page layout, balancing creativity and exploration with sound development of
skills and techniques.

Assessment
The assessment of this unit will be based upon the practical individual examples
produced by the learner which can be presented as design sheets or sketchbook
ideas with evaluative annotations. Work may be presented using a combination of
digital, hand-generated and photographic outcomes.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
The resources needed for this unit include digital media with associated hardware
and software, studio tools and equipment and related journals and reference
materials. This unit can be delivered in a studio with paper-based exercises and
workshops to complement digital exploration of typography and layout.
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Indicative resources
Textbooks
Beaumont M – Type and Colour (Phaidon, 1987) ISBN 978-0714824895
Carter S – Twentieth Century Type Designers (Lund Humphries, 2002)
ISBN 978-0853318514
Morgan M – Creative Lettering: Experimental Ideas for Contemporary Lettering
(A&C Black, 2009) ISBN 978-0713682472
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
Eye
Grafik
Websites
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Information about jobs, competitions, trends
and current design practice

www.yourcreativefuture.org.uk

Website offering career information and advice
about working in the creative industries

www.youthedesigner.com

Tips and resources about graphic design
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Unit 6:

Working with Graphic Design
Briefs

Unit code:

D/502/4826

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to introduce learners to the techniques graphic designers use
to create dynamic and innovative work and communicate messages or information
in response to a brief.

Unit introduction
Graphic design is a creative process that combines art and technology to
communicate ideas. A graphic designer works with a variety of communication
tools, such as images and text, in order to convey a message from a client to a
particular audience. The purpose of graphic design is to promote or sell something
or inform the viewer of a specific message; graphic designers employ a range of
techniques to achieve this.
We are surrounded by examples of graphic design: in newspapers and magazines,
on posters and flyers, on packaging and on billboards. Graphic designers work on
their own or as part of a larger creative team. A number of large businesses employ
graphic designers to work as part of their marketing departments.
Graphic designers explore ideas, materials and techniques in response to selfdefined or given briefs. In order to develop their skills, they work with a wide range
of different materials and techniques and experiment widely with both digital and
traditional studio processes to explore the potential of a chosen medium. Research
is undertaken using a wide range of primary and secondary sources and this is used
to inform the development of ideas. Graphic designers continuously review the
progress of their work. They analyse their experimentation and development in
order to assess its suitability for the task. They evaluate the final product to ensure
it meets their creative intentions and that it meets the requirements of the brief.
A successful response to a graphic design brief requires a working knowledge of
how professional graphic designers work and the markets they target. Target
markets and their specific needs vary enormously. Learners need to be taught how
to analyse briefs and identify the needs of their target market, which will need to
be taken into account when developing a response.
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Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to use appropriate graphics materials, equipment and techniques

2

Be able to meet the constraints of a pre-defined graphic design brief

3

Be able to develop ideas and produce a final product in response to a
pre-defined graphic design brief

4

Understand the successful characteristics and quality of graphic design work.
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Unit content

1

Be able to use appropriate graphics materials, equipment and
techniques
Studio materials and techniques: eg design sheets, roughs, thumbnail sketches,
letterforms combined with images, collage, paste-up, marker pens;
reprographic techniques eg photocopiers, copying, enlarging, reducing,
manipulating; finished visuals
Health and safety: workshop practice, studio environment; Health and Safety
Act 1974; COSHH guidance on materials
Digital techniques and processes: eg inputting, scanning, photographing,
filming, drawing, montage, web design, manipulating and editing images;
prints, onscreen, screen formats; interactive media ideas, online outcomes

2

Be able to meet the constraints of a pre-defined graphic design brief
Project brief: analysis, requirements; additional information, development of
work eg style, content, strategy, budget, legal considerations
Research and record: primary sources eg recording, observation,
drawing/paintings, photography, video; sources eg objects, places, people,
galleries, exhibitions, museums; secondary sources eg reproductions,
photocopies, postcards, paper-based and online publications, libraries and
audio-visual sources; market research eg gathered questionnaires, interviews,
product testing
Target audience: primary group eg children, teenagers, females, males, single
people, young professionals, elderly
Applications of briefs: eg packaging, signposting, advertising, promotion,
typography, layout, titles, logos, corporate identity, channel ident

3

Be able to develop ideas and produce a final product in response to a
pre-defined graphic design brief
Ideas generation: methods eg brainstorming, group discussion,
experimentation, graphic materials, techniques, processes
Developmental work: preparation, planning, final product eg mood boards,
visuals, sketches, layouts, mock-ups, early drafts, colour, fonts, design boards,
sketchbooks, maquettes
Final product: finished outcomes eg poster, flyer, packaging, advertising, design
for print, t-shirt design, signage, stationery, point of sale display unit, corporate
identity, logos, business cards, magazine, poster, leaflet, menu
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4

Understand the successful characteristics and quality of graphic design
work
Characteristics: analysis eg alternative options; exploring properties, effects,
uses, limitations, creative potential; suitability eg image purpose, factors,
opportunities, constraints (time, access, props, specialist equipment, other
resources, budget, content), presentation; others’ projects eg similar briefs,
commercial, professional, success (projects, campaigns, influence)
Quality: eg comparison, original intentions, aesthetic qualities, strengths,
weaknesses, areas for improvement; own work, others’ work
Graphic design work: own work, others’ work eg peers, professionals
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M1

use materials, equipment and
techniques safely

use graphic design processes

research and record primary and
secondary sources in response to a
pre-defined brief

produce developmental work and a
final product in response to a brief

discuss successful graphic design work.

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

compare and contrast experimental,
development and final creative works.
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M5

produce effective and varied
developmental work and a final product
to meet a brief

conduct competent research and record
appropriate visual and other
information from primary and
secondary sources in response to a
pre-defined brief

M3

M4

explore graphic design processes
effectively

M2

explore materials and techniques
effectively

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

produce imaginative and varied
developmental work and final product
to meet a brief

D4
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evaluate experimental, development
and final creative works.

conduct independent research and
record appropriate visual and other
information from primary and
secondary sources

D3

D5

integrate graphic design techniques
and processes creatively and
independently

integrate materials and techniques
creatively and independently

D2

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid
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UNIT 6: WORKING WITH GRAPHIC DESIGN BRIEFS

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit has been designed to give learners the opportunity to undertake projects
in the specialist area of graphic design. Typically this would be through briefs that
reflect current professional practice. The balance between traditional and digital
work may vary depending on the availability of resources, but all learners need to
develop some awareness of both approaches.
Tutors should consider integrating the delivery and assessment relating to this unit
with any other relevant units the learner might be taking as part of their
programme of study. In planning integrated unit delivery through project briefs,
tutors should be aware of the need to track the relevant criteria of the units being
covered. Depending on the specialist units chosen, briefs could combine work in
different specialist areas such as photography or interactive media.
Tutors should take the opportunity, when working on the practical aspect of
delivery, to address health and safety issues. Learners will need to be advised of,
and adhere to, all aspects of current legislation associated with health and safety
practices in the studio or workplace. Learners will need to know how to use, handle
and store sharp tools and dangerous materials. Appropriate COSHH guidance
should be followed at all times.
Learning outcome 1 covers the materials, techniques and processes applicable to
graphic design. This learning outcome is likely to be delivered through
demonstration and practical exploration of traditional studio graphic materials and
techniques. It will also be delivered through demonstration and practical
exploration of digital techniques. Learners will need access to computers, and
scanning and printing facilities. They will need to be able to work with a range of
graphic design software.
Learning outcome 2 covers the analysis of the graphic design brief and the research
element. Learners will need to use research skills to influence the development of
ideas. This will involve learners exploring and experimenting with a range of
primary and secondary sources. Delivery of learning outcomes 2 and 3 should
encourage learners to record from primary sources as well as using a range of
methods to collect and record information, such as use of the internet,
photographs, postcards, leaflets, posters, notes and sketches. Learners will need to
recognise the need for a wide range of research and recording as a rich resource for
the development of their ideas. They will need to be guided on their selection of
sources in relation to the brief. Tutors should encourage learners’ participation in
analysing the brief through asking probing questions and develop learners’ creative
abilities in generating exciting, innovative ideas.
Delivery techniques should be varied. Initially the brief is likely to be delivered
through discussion about potential ideas and demonstration, perhaps launching the
brief through a presentation of slides/images. Tutors are also encouraged to
engage with local and national employers who may be willing to assist in delivery
by defining and setting live briefs or working with learners in a mentoring capacity.
Ideally, learners will be able to visit a graphic design studio or a visiting graphic
designer might give a talk about their own creative thinking and selection processes
in response to a brief.
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Practical work will form the major part of the delivery of learning outcome 3.
Learners need to be able to choose suitable graphic materials, techniques and
processes to produce developmental and experimental work and to realise their
ideas in the form of a final product that meets the requirements of the pre-defined
brief. Learners should be encouraged to combine traditional studio materials and
techniques with digital techniques.
Learning outcome 4 requires learners to review the materials, techniques and
processes they and others use, and to discuss and comment on the properties and
characteristics of the materials, as well as the outcomes of their explorations. This
ongoing review will be essential in developing learners’ analytical skills and in their
understanding of how to use the critical vocabulary of graphics effectively.
A successful brief should give learners sufficient opportunities to provide evidence
for all the learning outcomes.

Assessment
Learners should demonstrate their ability to understand and research the brief.
Evidence for meeting the needs and requirements of the brief will be within the
project portfolio showing planning, research studies in the form of primary
recording, exploration of ideas and consideration of constraints. Learners will
produce evidence of their experimentation with graphic design processes, use of
different materials and techniques through rough studies, thumbnails, trials,
maquettes, samples, printouts and annotated storyboards. Sketchbooks, design
sheets and annotated worksheets and project portfolios will form the evidence
required for the development of learners’ ideas and final response to the brief.
Evidence for learners’ ability to comment critically on their work might include:
sketchbook annotations, written notes, verbal feedback, tape or video recordings,
witness statements and illustrated oral presentations. They will need to
demonstrate their understanding of what went well or badly and why, what the
strengths and weaknesses of their work are and how they might improve.
Where necessary, learners should produce evidence of health and safety
awareness. This could be included in their written annotations or recorded
discussions.
Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
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Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
This unit has been designed to give learners the opportunity to undertake projects
in the specialist area of graphic design. Typically this would be through briefs that
reflect current professional practice.
The resources needed for this unit will vary according to the specific technical and
material demands of the graphic design projects chosen, but are likely to include
computers with appropriate software and hardware, studio tools and equipment
and specialist journals and reference materials.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Bucher S – All Access: The Making of Thirty Extraordinary Graphic Designers
(Rockport, 2004) ISBN 978-1592530793
Hollis R – Graphic Design - A Concise History (Thames & Hudson, 2001)
ISBN 978-0500202708
Livingston A and L – Dictionary of Graphic Design & Designers
(Thames & Hudson, 2003) ISBN 978-0500203538
McQuiston L – Graphic Design Source Book (Chartwell, 1987)
ISBN 978-555210779
Meggs P – Meggs’ History of Graphic Design (John Wiley & Sons Inc, 2006)
ISBN 978-0471699026
Neuenschwander B – Letterwork: Creative Letterforms in Graphic Design
(Phaidon, 1995) ISBN 978-0714829098
Wozencroft J – The Graphic Language of Neville Brody.2 (Thames & Hudson, 1994)
ISBN 978-0500277706
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
Websites
www.adobe.com

Graphic design software

www.allgraphicdesign.com

Graphic design resources

www.apple.com

Graphic design software and hardware

www.dafont.com

Online resource for fonts

www.graphicdesign.about.com

Information and online links about graphic
design
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Unit 7:

Technical Drawing Skills

Unit code:

H/602/0710

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
This unit aims to develop learners’ skill in analytical and technical drawing to
illustrate and expand on technical information.

Unit introduction
Learners will develop an understanding of both historical and contemporary
technical drawing practice. A variety of visual analysis methods are used to study
the physical characteristics of natural and manmade objects and environments.
Learners will communicate information through the creation of structured images
using technical drawing skills.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Know about the origins and historical development of technical drawing

2

Be able to investigate technical illustrations, plans and elevations

3

Be able to make technical drawings using different viewpoint techniques

4

Be able to present informative technical drawing projections in response to
given briefs.
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Unit content

1

Know about the origins and historical development of technical drawing
Origins: eg early drawing styles, methods, media
Historical development: key technological developments eg printing, computers
(CAD/CAM); drawing development eg media, materials, techniques; contextual
influences
Applications: eg visual analysis, recording dimensions, communication
(information, design concepts)

2

Be able to investigate technical illustrations, plans and elevations
Investigation: visual analysis eg establishing dimensions, measured drawings
(illustrations, plans, elevations), line, structure; media eg pencils, paints,
collage, photographic imagery
Technical illustrations: analytical drawings eg the human skeleton (muscle
structure, medical illustrations), botanical illustrations; perspective drawing eg
architectural (exteriors, interiors)
Measured drawings: eg engineering drawings (plans, elevations, cutaways,
exploded views, workshop manuals), architectural, product design, maps (relief,
directional), diagrams, geological cross-sections

3

Be able to make technical drawings using different viewpoint
techniques
Selecting viewpoints: eg with regard to perspective, scale, size, impact
Applications: visual analysis eg thumbnail drawings, sketches, CAD; recording
eg physical characteristics (objects, environments), deconstruction of forms
(natural, constructed, manufactured), dissection of forms (organic, natural);
composition arrangement eg grouping, shape, size, structure, form, focal point,
balance, symmetry, proportion, colour, presentation (format, layout);
communication eg information, scale, dimensions

4

Be able to present informative technical drawing projections in
response to given briefs
Informative technical drawing processes: traditional eg analytical drawing
(dissection, cutaways, exploded drawings, cross-sections), projection systems
(orthographic, isometric, axonometric); compositions eg manmade forms
(machinery, buildings), organic material (plants, fruit, vegetables); CAD eg 3D
imaging software (rendering, swivel, walkthrough)
Presentation: media eg traditional technical drawing, computer aided (methods,
technologies)
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confidently produce technical drawings
using a wide range of effective
viewpoint techniques
confidently present accurate technical
drawing projections in response to
given briefs.

D3

D4

produce technical drawings using
different viewpoint techniques

present clear and informative technical
drawing projections in response to
given briefs.

P3

P4

competently present coherent technical
drawing projections in response to
given briefs.

M4
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competently produce technical
drawings using a range of considered
viewpoint techniques

M3

purposefully investigate a range of
applications for technical illustrations,
plans and elevations
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confidently investigate a
comprehensive range of applications for
technical illustrations, plans and
elevations

D2

explore the applications for technical
illustrations, plans and elevations

P2

M2

thoroughly investigate and report on
the origins and historical development
of technical drawing

D1

M1

investigate and report on the origins
and historical development of technical
drawing

P1

competently investigate and report on
the origins and historical development
of technical drawing

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid
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UNIT 7: TECHNICAL DRAWING SKILLS

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit should be delivered as a series of analytical drawing tasks from
observations which have been generated by information design or technical drawing
projects.
A wide range of technical drawing media, methods and technologies should be
explored.
These projects can link to other units where technical drawing is needed to
supplement or enhance information. Projects should, where possible, simulate
current professional technical drawing practices. Visits to museums and archives for
research purposes would provide appropriate source material and stimulus.

Assessment
The assessment of this unit should be through observation, ongoing critique and
presentation of work undertaken in response to project briefs which cover the
learning outcomes.
Evidence will include work in response to set project briefs for solving technical
drawing problems and integrated project briefs where applicable. The learners must
show the use of appropriate media and techniques. This work should be supported
by ongoing annotations.
Work should be appropriately presented and displayed according to the media and
techniques employed in the production of the work.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.
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Essential resources
Specialist studios and workshops will be required, equipped with resources and
materials appropriate to the production of technical drawing work including drawing
tables with parallel motions and set squares. Learners should have access to a
variety of manmade and organic source materials for personal and technical
objective research.
Access to library resources, including specialist texts, CD ROMs and journals on the
history and development of technical drawing should be available to all learners
taking this unit.
Access to computers with vector graphics, illustration, 3D and modelling software
should be available.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Biesty S and Platt R – Incredible Everything (Cross-Sections) (Dorling Kindersley,
1997) ISBN 978-0751356168
Biesty S – Incredible Explosions (Dorling Kindersley, 1996) ISBN 978-0789410245
Ching F – Architectural Graphics (John Wiley & Sons, 2009) ISBN 978-0470399118
Cole A – Perspective (Dorling Kindersley, 1991) ISBN 978-0789468185
Harrison H – The Encyclopaedia of Drawing Techniques (Perseus, 2008)
ISBN 978-0762418947
Jepson M – Biological Drawings, 2nd Edition (John Murray, 1980)
ISBN 978-0719507281
Kliment S – Architectural Sketching and Rendering (Whitney Library of Design,
1984) ISBN 978-0823070534
Muybridge E – The Human Figure in Motion (Bonanza, 1989)
ISBN 978-0486202044
Simpson I – Drawing, Seeing and Observation (A & C Black, 2003)
ISBN 978-0713668780
Journals
Architects’ Journal
Creative Review
Design Week
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Unit 8:

Digital Media in Graphic Design

Unit code:

M/602/0726

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
This unit aims to introduce learners to the ways in which computers are used in
graphic design.

Unit introduction
The unit provides opportunities for learners to research the use of digital media in
contemporary graphic design practice, and to explore software and associated
hardware. Learners may review the uses for digital media in different formats in
graphic communication, and identify the key factors influencing designers and how
they use digital technology. Learners should explore the potential of different
source materials as starting points for graphic design work, and experiment with
digital media to develop creative design solutions. The unit should develop learners’
knowledge of digital design techniques and enable them to practise and extend
their digital design skills.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Understand the use of digital media in contemporary graphic design

2

Be able to experiment with source materials for use in digital graphic design

3

Be able to use devices used in digital graphic design to produce graphic design
work

4

Be able to review own work.
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Unit content

1

Understand the use of digital media in contemporary graphic design
Applications: advertising; design eg web, exhibition, service; publishing;
television; film; interactive media; illustration; information graphics
Technology: computers; hardware; graphics tablets; portable devices eg USB,
external drives, PDAs, digital cameras, mobile phones; software eg image
manipulation, digital typography, layout, animated sequences; output, printing,
file storage, file transfer, compression
Understand: present examples eg research, folders, notes, photographs,
sketches, PowerPoints; identify eg uses, purpose, creative intentions, audience
needs, communication

2

Be able to experiment with source materials for use in digital graphic
design
Source materials: primary eg observational sketches, drawings, paintings,
notes, own photographs, found objects and materials, natural, manufactured,
video, audio; secondary sources eg others’ photographs, printed material,
photocopies, web-based
Experiment: prepare ideas eg concepts, approaches; consider eg techniques,
processes, predicted end results
Digital graphic design: uses eg poster, leaflet, promotional material, information
graphics, marketing, covers (book, CD, DVD), web page, interactive media,
titles

3

Be able to use devices used in digital graphic design to produce graphic
design work
Input: digital technology eg scanner, touch-screens, graphics tablets, video
camera, microphone, music keyboard, digital camera, card readers, download,
screen grab
File storage: hard drives eg internal, external; USB; CD ROM, memory cards
Software: eg 2D image manipulation, drawing, painting, vector based, 3D
projections, cutaways, exploded drawings, communications, mail, internet
browser, word processing, DTP, typography, website design, 4D, animation,
multimedia
Produce: techniques eg page layout design, grids, typographic measurement,
aligning text, importing images, image manipulation, rendering, layering,
retouching, resizing, distortion, painting, drawing, projections, cross-sections,
skinning, rotation, animation, key lines, angles, perspective, paths
Output: printed eg laser, inkjet; web-based eg uploaded, hyperlinks, onscreen,
CD, DVD
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4

Be able to review own work
Format: method eg written, annotated, verbal, presentation, audio, audiovisual, pitch
Feedback: sources eg client, audience, peers, tutors
Review: experimentation eg materials, processes; ideas eg generation,
development, refinement; time management; fitness for purpose; creative
intention; sources eg choices, recording, adapting; software eg techniques,
manipulation, layout; technology eg hardware, software, portable devices, file
storage, file transfer
Suggestions: improvements, future work, additional ideas
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consistently explore devices and
software applications to produce
effective digital graphic design
outcomes

M3

make a straightforward exploration of
devices and software to produce digital
graphic design outcomes

review and comment on working
process at appropriate intervals.

P3

P4
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identify and experiment with effective
source materials for use in digital
graphic design

M2

identify and experiment with basic
source materials for use in digital
graphic design

P2

comprehensively explore devices and
software applications to produce
imaginative digital graphic design
outcomes

D3

evaluate working processes at
appropriate intervals.

identify and experiment with an
imaginative range of source materials
for use in digital graphic design

D2

D4

analyse the use of digital media in
diverse contemporary graphic design
work

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:
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compare and contrast working
processes at appropriate intervals.

compare different uses of digital media
in contemporary graphic design work

M1

investigate the use of digital media in
contemporary graphic design

P1

M4

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 8: DIGITAL MEDIA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

UNIT 8: DIGITAL MEDIA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit may be delivered through practical workshops, demonstrations, informal
lectures and discussions between professional practitioners, lecturers and learners.
Active experimental approaches are to be encouraged to enable learners to broaden
their creativity. Learners should be taught how to record source material digitally
and save it for further development. This will provide evidence of the learner’s
ability to digitise effectively, back up work regularly and save, compress and
decompress files for economic storage.

Assessment
Evidence for learning outcomes should include a research file or sketchbook
showing examples of others’ digital work supported by notes, photographs,
photocopies and sketches. Learners should provide evaluative descriptions of
selected examples, which may provide the impetus for further work of their own.
Further evidence for this unit should take the form of a series of development
sheets, concept drawings, mood board, photographs, and 2D, 3D or 4D work,
dependent upon the graphic outcomes. Final outcomes should take the form of a
series of well presented creative digital design outcomes, supported by annotated
development work. Learners’ own work may be written in an appropriate format, or
a verbal presentation to peer groups or tutors for discussion may be a suitable
alternative if work is displayed appropriately.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.
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Essential resources
The resources needed for this unit include digital media with associated hardware
and software, studio tools and equipment and related journals and reference
materials. Computers equipped with suitable software, which conforms to industry
standards, should be available, including image manipulation graphics, illustration,
and multimedia software. Access to printing and/or reprographics facilities is also
required. Access to digital cameras, videos and audio editing facilities should be
available if the scope of learners’ intentions includes these resources.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Fiell C and Fiell P – Contemporary Graphic Design (25) (Taschen, 2010)
ISBN 978-3836521369
Harvey W – 1000 Graphic Elements: Special Details for Distinctive Design
(Rockport, 2004) ISBN 978-1592530779
MacLellan T, Parsons A and Wise J – BTEC Level 2 First Art and Design Student
Book (Edexcel, 2010) ISBN 978-1846906121
Walton R – The Big Book of Graphic Design (Collins Design, 2007)
ISBN 978-0061215247
Journals
Creative Review
Design Week
Websites
www.creativereview.co.uk

Creative Review – contemporary advertising
and graphic design

www.designcouncil.org

Design Council website

www.graphicdesign.about.com

About.com – graphic design, current views,
news and discussion

www.ted.com

TED - Ideas Worth Spreading, talks and
discussions
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Unit 9:

Printmaking in Graphic Design

Unit code:

M/602/0712

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to experiment with traditional printmaking
techniques and processes using a variety of media and materials, and produce
printed outcomes using a variety of printmaking techniques including traditional,
combination and lens-based.

Unit introduction
In this unit learners will experiment with traditional printmaking techniques and
processes using traditional and non-traditional media and materials. They will
explore how to experiment with combinations of media, materials, techniques and
processes. Learners will also investigate lens-based printmaking techniques.
Learners will produce printed outcomes using a variety of printmaking techniques
including traditional, combined and lens-based techniques.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to source and prepare material for printmaking purposes

2

Be able to use traditional and non-traditional media, materials, techniques and
processes

3

Be able to create prints using mixed and combined media, materials, techniques
and processes

4

Be able to create prints using lens-based media.
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UNIT 9: PRINTMAKING IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit content

1

Be able to source and prepare material for printmaking purposes
Primary and secondary visual source materials: eg drawings, paintings, collage,
mixed media, lens-based imagery, digital imagery, lens-based illustration,
documentary photography, photo stories, reportage, montage

2

Be able to use traditional and non-traditional media, materials,
techniques and processes
Printmaking techniques: traditional eg relief, intaglio, transfer print, monoprint,
lino cut, wood cut, stencil, screenprint, stamp, drypoint, etching, aquatint,
collagraph; non-traditional eg pinhole camera, light-sensitive papers, solvents
Traditional media and materials: ink; papers; card; wood; linoleum; aluminium;
perspex; resists eg paper, oil-based varnish, shellac; non-traditional media and
materials eg acrylic-based varnishes, solvents, MDF, rubber, glass, fabrics,
polystyrene, recycled papers

3

Be able to create prints using mixed and combined media, materials,
techniques and processes
Research: work to a brief or topic; research techniques; contextual artists
research
Development: ideas generation eg mind map, problem solve, experiment,
combine materials, testing, review, refine ideas, colourways; plan eg cutting
plan, printing sequence, colour mixing
Produce: outcomes eg artist’s proof, monoprint, edition, series, lens-based
prints; work safely

4

Be able to create prints using lens-based media
Photography: eg photograms, contact printing, camera controls, focal length,
depth of field, film types and speeds, use of studio and natural light, filters,
exposure, film processing, darkroom techniques, printing; digital eg scanning,
manipulating, distortion, imported colour, image construction, digital drawing,
text
Photocopying: methods eg percentage enlargement and reduction, copier
exposure controls, image distortion, cut and paste montage, image
manipulation, retouching
Photo screen printing: methods eg line positives, stencil production,
overprinting, colour mixing, colour distortion and substitution, transfer process
materials
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create a series of creative prints using
mixed and combined media, materials,
techniques and processes confidently
confidently create a wide range of
prints using lens-based media,
techniques and processes creatively.

D3

D4

create different prints using mixed and
combined media, materials, techniques
and processes effectively

M3

create different prints using mixed and
combined media, materials, techniques
and processes

create different prints using lens-based
media, techniques and processes.

P3

P4
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confidently use different traditional and
non-traditional media, materials,
techniques and processes

D2

competently use different traditional
and non-traditional media, materials,
techniques and processes

M2

implement different traditional and
non-traditional media, materials,
techniques and processes

P2

competently create a range of prints
using lens-based media, techniques
and processes with skill.

confidently prepare a wide range of
source materials suitable for
printmaking purposes

D1

competently prepare a range of source
materials suitable for printmaking
purposes

M1

discover and prepare different source
materials suitable for printmaking
purposes

P1

M4

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 9: PRINTMAKING IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

UNIT 9: PRINTMAKING IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Essential guidance

Delivery
Learners should be encouraged to research and record from primary and secondary
sources and taught how to relate this to the development of their own work. They
should also recognise the importance of the work of others when engaged in the
production of experimental or finished printed outcomes.

Assessment
Evidence for this unit should take the form of a series of development sheets,
concept drawings, mood board, photographs or other 2D work, dependent upon the
printed outcomes. Learners should be encouraged to combine traditional
printmaking practices with lens-based and digital technologies.
Final outcomes should take the form of a series of well presented creative printed
outcomes, supported by annotated development work.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
Studios and workshops will be required, equipped with resources and materials
appropriate to the production of printmaking and lens-based design work .The
resources needed for this unit include digital media with associated hardware and
software, studio tools and equipment and related journals and reference materials
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Indicative resources
Textbooks
d'Arcy-Hughes A – Printmaking: Traditional and Contemporary Techniques
(Rotovision, 2009) ISBN 978-2940361533
Dawson J – The Complete Guide to Prints and Printmaking Techniques and
Materials (Quantum Books, 2003) ISBN 978-1861607232
Grabowski B and Fick B – Printmaking: A Complete Guide to Materials and
Processes (Laurence King, 2009) ISBN 978-1856696005
Journals
Creative Review
Grafik
Printmaking Today
Websites
www.artoftheprint.info

Website covering techniques and inspirations

www.artscouncil.org.uk

Resources, courses, funding and opportunities for
artists

www.cellopress.co.uk

Information about printmaking and graphic arts,
resources and links
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Unit 10:

Advertising in Graphic Design

Unit code:

A/602/0714

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to enable the learner to develop knowledge about current
approaches to advertising practice. The learner will undertake research and develop
ideas and designs in response to an advertising brief.

Unit introduction
This unit involves learners working in creative teams to generate ideas for
advertising. It includes the study of current approaches to advertising practice and
the research of source material in response to an advertising brief. Individual
practical work will include the origination, selection and development of ideas in
response to real or simulated advertising briefs.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Know about advertising solutions in graphic design

2

Be able to gather information and research in response to an advertising brief

3

Be able to develop ideas in response to an advertising brief

4

Be able to develop and present design solutions.
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UNIT 10: ADVERTISING IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit content

1

Know about advertising solutions in graphic design
Advertising solutions: products eg posters, adverts, leaflets, printed materials,
give-aways, banners, internet based, mobile phone applications, viral
campaigns, exhibitions, audio, moving image, promotions, point of sale
Communication: concepts eg message, styling, narrative; branding eg corporate
style, appearance, ethos, unique selling point (USP), logo, colour scheme;
target market eg audience, client, user, market segment; communication eg
literal, abstract, subjective, objective, persuasion, influence, propaganda,
endorsement

2

Be able to gather information and research in response to an
advertising brief
Advertising brief: client requirements; context; research eg audience, market
sector, existing advertising products, client information, product information,
visual impact, communication; planning eg plan of work, budget, resources,
timescales, deadline, drafts, concept sheets, visuals

3

Be able to develop ideas in response to an advertising brief
Develop ideas: team working eg creative teams, mind mapping, sharing ideas,
lateral thinking, word and image association, peer critique; research eg primary
sources, secondary research, interviews, information gathering; evidence eg
sketchbooks, roughs, notes, visuals, layouts, annotations

4

Be able to develop and present design solutions
Design solutions: printed media eg magazines, broadsheet, tabloid newspapers,
colour supplements, leaflet, information card, corporate identity, logo, posters,
pop-up banner, exhibition stand design, point of sale, film and television
storyboards; digital media eg web page, banner, viral campaign, moving image,
presentation
Present: present design solutions eg verbal presentation, finished ideas, visuals,
designs, concept sheets, mock-ups, digital presentation, pitch
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develop and present a design
solution in response to an advertising
brief.

P4
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competently and effectively develop
and present a design solution in
response to an advertising brief.

develop ideas in response to an
advertising brief

P3
M4

competently gather research and
information in response to an
advertising brief

M2

gather different research and
information in response to an
advertising brief

P2

competently develop ideas in
response to an advertising brief

competently describe advertising
solutions in graphic design

M1

describe advertising solutions in
graphic design

P1

M3

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the
pass criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

confidently and creatively develop and
present a design solution in response to an
advertising brief.

D4
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confidently develop creative ideas in
response to an advertising brief

confidently gather research and information
from different sources in response to an
advertising brief

D2

D3

confidently research advertising solutions in
graphic design

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 10: ADVERTISING IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

UNIT 10: ADVERTISING IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Essential guidance

Delivery
For this unit learners should work to a client brief and be able to creatively find
solutions for advertising. Evidence will include research of graphic advertising
solutions and advertising problem-solving briefs and the learners’ preliminary ideas
and annotations, which analyse design problems identified in advertising briefs.

Assessment
Contribution to working as part of a team should be assessed through observation
and documentary evidence including personal and group descriptions of concept
work and the thinking processes undertaken.
Learners should be able to explain clearly the techniques used in the development
of their ideas through notes, display and oral presentation of work.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
The resources needed for this unit include digital media with associated hardware
and software, studio tools and equipment and related journals and reference
materials. This unit can be delivered in a studio but learners may need access to
specialist graphics tools and equipment to develop and produce their outcomes.
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Indicative resources
Textbooks
Berger W – Advertising Today (Phaidon Press, 2003) ISBN 978-0714843872
Fletcher A – The Art of Looking Sideways (Phaidon Press, 2001)
ISBN 978-0714834498
Pricken M – Creative Advertising: Ideas and Techniques from the World's Best
Campaigns (Thames and Hudson, 2008) ISBN 978-0500287330
Journals
Creative Review
Eye
Grafik
Websites
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Information about jobs, competitions, trends
and current design practice

www.yourcreativefuture.org.uk

Website offering career information and advice
about working in the creative industries

www.youthedesigner.com

Tips and resources about graphic design
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UNIT 11: PACKAGING IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit 11:

Packaging in Graphic Design

Unit code:

J/602/0716

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
The aim of this unit is to enable learners to develop skills in designing and
producing graphics in response to a packaging brief.

Unit introduction
For this unit learners will explore how to develop solutions for a packaging design
brief, demonstrating how to research and how to format their ideas. Exploration will
be through hands-on sample and model making as well as using digital design
applications to produce artwork, templates and visuals for the chosen designs.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to investigate packaging solutions in graphic design

2

Be able to gather information and research in response to a packaging brief

3

Be able to develop ideas in response to a packaging brief

4

Be able to produce packaging design solutions to a packaging brief.
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UNIT 11: PACKAGING IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unit content

1

Be able to investigate packaging solutions in graphic design
Packaging solutions: product type eg food and drink, consumer durables,
toiletries, cosmetics, fragile items, toys, clothing, electrical products; packaging
needs eg recyclable, durable, disposable, printed; branding eg own brand,
lookalikes, style, logo, product information; types eg carton, container,
wrapper, point of sale, shipping, transportation, bottle, pouch, box
Properties and characteristics of different packaging: materials eg paper,
plastic, card, wood, fabric; production methods eg nets, cutting, scoring,
joining, folding

2

Be able to gather information and research in response to a packaging
brief
Packaging brief: client brief eg client information, product information, market
information; primary research eg observational drawings to inform designs,
sourcing existing products; collecting data eg Mintel reports, market research,
sales information, customer analysis

3

Be able to develop ideas in response to a packaging brief
Develop ideas: team working eg creative teams, mind mapping, sharing ideas,
lateral thinking, word and image association, peer critique; research eg primary
sources, secondary research, interviews, information gathering; evidence eg
sketchbooks, roughs, notes, visuals, layouts, annotations, trials, maquettes,
models; appearance eg formal elements, aesthetics, visual impact, visual
language, size, shape, function, design context, cost, materials, printing
methods

4

Be able to produce packaging design solutions to a packaging brief
Packaging design solutions: outcomes eg carton, container, wrapper, point of
sale, shipping, transportation, bottle, pouch, box
Present: present design solutions eg verbal presentation, finished ideas, visuals,
designs, concept sheets, mock-ups, digital presentation, pitch
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develop and present packaging design
solutions in response to a packaging
brief.

P4
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competently and effectively produce
packaging design solutions in response
to a packaging brief.

develop ideas in response to a
packaging brief

P3
M4

competently gather different
information and research in response to
a packaging brief

M2

gather different information and
research in response to a packaging
brief

P2

competently develop a range of ideas in
response to a packaging brief

competently research packaging
solutions in graphic design

M1

undertake a practical investigation of
packaging solutions in graphic design

P1

M3

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

confidently and creatively produce
packaging design solutions in response
to a packaging brief.

D4
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confidently develop a wide range of
ideas in response to a packaging brief

confidently gather a wide range of
different information and research in
response to a packaging brief

D2

D3

confidently research packaging
solutions in graphic design

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all of the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid

UNIT 11: PACKAGING IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

UNIT 11: PACKAGING IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Essential guidance

Delivery
Delivery of this unit should be based on practical studio and workshop activity in
response to set packaging design briefs. Exercises in paper and card manipulation
may help learners gain a greater understanding of the nature of this type of work,
and originality and inventiveness should be encouraged in the development of 3D
mock-ups.

Assessment
Evidence for this unit will be through observation, ongoing critique and submission
of work undertaken in response to research, problem-solving package-making
exercises and packaging design project briefs covering the four learning outcomes.
Practical outcomes will include research of graphic packaging solutions, packaging
problem-solving briefs and the learners’ preliminary ideas and annotations, which
analyse design problems identified in packaging briefs.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should develop links with practising artists, craftspeople and designers, to
deliver assignments to learners or to provide work experience. A lecture or visit by
an artist, designer, craftworker, programmer or practitioner local to the centre may
provide useful and pertinent information on working practice.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk.

Business and finance advice:

•

local and regional business links – www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme for work
experience and future employment. Assignments should be vocationally relevant;
centres should consider the delivery of ‘live projects’ for example to support the
vocational content of the unit and programme.
Creative and Cultural Skills (www.ccskills.org.uk), the Sector Skills Council for
design, has launched the web portal Creative Choices (www.creativechoices.co.uk). This portal has a range of information about careers in the design
sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, textiles and fashion, provides
details on its website (www.skillset.org) about careers and the industry and has a
regularly updated news and events page.

Essential resources
The resources needed for this unit include digital media with associated hardware
and software, studio tools and equipment and related journals and reference
materials. Learners will need access to a wide variety of paper and card, illustration
media and materials, cutting equipment, mats, and drawing boards with parallel
motions or T squares to successfully complete packaging outcomes.
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Indicative resources
Textbooks
Herriott L – The Packaging and Design Templates Sourcebook
(Rotovision, 2007) ISBN 978-2940361731
Kirkpatrick J – New Packaging Design (Laurence King, 2009)
ISBN 978-1856696135
Pepin Press – Structural Package Designs (Agile Rabbit, 2003)
ISBN 978-9057680441
Journals
Creative Review
Eye
Grafik
Websites
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Development agency for design, with useful
resources including case study, branding,
competitions and industry news

www.packagedesignmag.com

Website for a magazine, full of visuals, case
studies and information

www.packagingoftheworld.co.uk

Website with an archive gallery of packaging
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Unit 12:

Working with Moving Image
Briefs

Unit code:

L/502/4871

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
In this unit learners will be introduced to the field of the moving image. Through
applied research they will develop a moving image piece based on a set
assignment. Learners will gain skills and understanding in the pre-production,
production and post-production phases of making a piece of film- or video-based
artwork.

Unit introduction
The field of moving image covers areas including video and television. Artists have
also used moving image as a vehicle for communicating a message or intention in
video- or film-based artwork. Independent filmmakers have manipulated the genre
to fulfil ideas that range from surrealism to documentary. Designers exploit
television’s ability to gain access to our homes through the use of moving images in
advertising productions. Much of our contemporary communication involves moving
image.
Learners will be taught how to plan and produce a piece of moving image-based
work. This will involve them in learning how to plan and manage the production
process, and to use technical equipment properly and safely.
Learners will be able to develop personal themes and ideas in their work for this
unit. They will work with appropriate technology to produce their final piece. Finally,
they will review their moving image outcome against the original ideas or intentions
they set out to pursue in the brief.

Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to use materials, techniques and technology for moving image briefs

2

Be able to plan and develop ideas for a moving image brief

3

Understand the successful characteristics and quality of moving image work.
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Unit content

1

Be able to use materials, techniques and technology for moving image
briefs
Materials: eg cels, drawing materials, plasticine, card, paper, paint, voice,
script, storyboard, software, hardware
Techniques: eg hand-drawn, modelling, photographing, stop animation,
importing, key framing, rotoscoping, time lapse, filming, videoing, foley sound,
sound effects, voiceover
Technology: eg still cameras, movie cameras, computers, lighting, microphones
Briefs: eg genres, short films, ident, features, documentaries, animations

2

Be able to plan and develop ideas for a moving image brief
Plan a moving image project: planning eg storyboard, pre-production,
production, post-production; intentions eg subject matter, theme, idea,
documentary, narrative, text, advertising, fine art piece; resources eg location,
studio, sets, costumes, props, actors, script, equipment; constraints;
opportunities eg criteria for success, risk assessments, location filming
permissions
Create a moving image project: production eg film, video, television, camera
equipment, peripherals, safety, timescale, deadline, equipment, resources,
image capture, in-camera editing, post-production editing, file saving protocols;
presentation formats eg screen-based, handheld devices, projection, film, DVD,
QuickTime movie, web streaming, download, Flash movie

3

Understand the successful characteristics and quality of moving image
work
Development of own and others’ work: compared with original intentions;
technical qualities; aesthetic qualities; limitations, opportunities
Characteristics: analysis eg alternative options; exploring properties eg effects,
uses, limitations, creative potential; suitability eg purpose, factors,
opportunities, constraints (time, specialist equipment, other resources, budget,
content), presentation; others’ projects eg similar briefs, commercial,
professional, success (projects, campaigns, influence)
Production process: technical competencies; creative abilities; time
management
Sources of information: self-evaluation; comments from others eg audience,
peers, tutors, client; documentation eg notes from tutorials, annotation, notes
from audience feedback, production diaries
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plan and develop ideas and outcomes
for a moving image brief

select materials, techniques and
processes for a moving image brief

discuss successful moving image work.

P2

P3

P4

compare and contrast experimental,
development and final creative work.

select materials, techniques and
processes, using them effectively for a
moving image brief

purposefully present coherent ideas for
a moving image project
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M4

M3

M2

M1

use materials, techniques and
technology safely

P1

explore materials, techniques and
technology effectively

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria
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evaluate experimental, development and
final creative work.

integrate diverse materials, techniques
and processes, using them creatively and
independently for a moving image brief

D3

D4

independently present imaginative ideas
for a moving image project

integrate materials, techniques and
technology creatively and independently

D2

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid
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Essential guidance

Delivery
Delivery of this unit will involve learners in researching the field of moving image
and proposing ideas for an assignment that they produce. Delivery can take the
form of the assignments shown in the outline learning plan, where learners are
introduced to the subject through a tutor-led presentation. Learning outcome 1 can
be taught through assignment 1: practical examples using moving image. In this
assignment tutors should deliver a presentation that highlights the different
applications of moving image-based work; areas studies could include
documentary, short narrative pieces, visual responses to soundscapes and
experimental videos. Tutors’ presentations could include examples from current
television series, such as 3 Minute Wonders on Channel 4, work by artists such as
Bill Viola, or work from the portfolio of LUX. Learners should develop their ideas and
short pieces of moving image in areas in which they are considering working for
their own extended practical piece. This process can be supported by learners
independently undertaking research tasks, and discussing their conclusions. The
activities address learning outcomes 1 and 2. For learning outcome 2, learners
should use the understanding gained to plan and produce a completed moving
image piece, based on their particular area of interest. The scope allowed for this
will depend on the level of available resources in the centre, and the amount of
technical and tutorial support tutors are able to offer. Tutors should review learners’
plans to ensure the requirements of the unit are being fulfilled, and sign these
plans off when agreed.
Learning outcome 2 involves learners in supporting their development work from
the planning stage to a completed moving image piece through the evaluation and
selection of appropriate resources. In doing this they will need technical support
and access to appropriate physical resources, and technical areas and equipment.
Introductions to specific equipment and processes should include briefings on
relevant safe working guidelines, for example. using red-heads safely, cabling up
cameras and lights correctly to avoid trip hazards, and so on. Learners should
manage their time effectively to ensure all aspects of the production and postproduction stages in their assignment are achievable within the timescale of the
unit.
For learning outcome 3, on completion, learners should be given an opportunity to
screen their outcomes and to gather audience feedback, from tutors, peers and any
interested parties. This will assist them in being able to complete an in-depth and
comprehensive evaluation of their project. They can weigh up their degree of
success against their knowledge of others’ work and identify opportunities for
further development.

Assessment
Evidence for achievement of learning outcome 1 (P1) will most likely be production
documentation and witness observation.
Evidence for achievement of learning outcome 2 (P2 and P3) will consist of preproduction, production and post-production documentation, footage, rough cuts
and the final moving image piece.
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Evidence for achievement of learning outcome 3 (P4) could take the form of written
reports, oral presentations, video diaries, discussions, interviews and witness
observation. This evidence might be integrated with the evidence for learning
outcomes 1 and 2.
Visits to galleries, exhibitions, and especially visits from practitioners, will give
learners opportunities to examine others’ working processes in detail. The evidence
may be presented in the form of a video diary, vlog or blog.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
This unit can be delivered through a live project. Centres should aim to develop
links with appropriate local organisations who would be willing to support learners
in producing work for a specific aim. Local galleries/museums may be able to work
in partnership to give learners video art or film-related workshops from visiting
practitioners.
Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme and for work
experience and employment. Learners should be regularly informed and updated on
progression routes to further education and of job opportunities on completion of
their course.
Vocational learning support resources:

•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk

•

business and finance advice, and local business links –
www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Creative and Cultural Skills, the Sector Skills Council for design, has launched the
web portal Creative Choices (www.creative-choices.co.uk). This portal has a range
of information about careers in the design sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, provides details on its website
about careers and the industry (www.skillset.org) and has a regularly updated
news and events page.

Essential resources
Delivery of this unit will involve an analysis and appraisal of examples of moving
image. This experience will support learners in developing a personal practical
project that builds a response to a set or self-generated brief.
Learners will need access to specialist equipment and studios for image
development and capture, depending on the types of project being developed and
the available resources. Learners should be given suitable technical support to be
able to gather and use appropriate cameras and peripherals. Access to suitable
post-production facilities, computer labs and software is essential. A venue for
screening, installing or displaying final outcomes is desirable.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Evans R – Practical DV Film Making (Focal Press, 2002) ISBN 978-0240807386
Hardy P – Filming on a Microbudget (Pocket Essentials, 2009)
ISBN 978-1842433010
Jones C and Jolliffe G – The Guerrilla Film Makers Handbook (Continuum, 2000)
ISBN 978-0826447135
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Millerson G – Video Production Handbook (Focal Press, 2008)
ISBN 978-0240520803
Musburger R – Single Camera Video Production (Focal Press, 2005)
ISBN 978-0240807065
Roberts-Breslin J – Making Media: Foundations of Sound and Image Production
(Focal Press, 2007) ISBN 978-0240809076
Seger L – From Script to Screen (Lone Eagle, 2003) ISBN 978-1580650540
Wohl M – Apple Pro Training Series: Advanced Editing Techniques in Final Cut Pro 5
(Peachpit Press, 2005) ISBN 978-0321335494
Websites
www.bfi.org.uk

The British Film Institute

www.lux.org.uk

Arts agency website for the moving image
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Unit 13:

Animation Techniques

Unit code:

M/600/6521

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
This unit aims to introduce learners to the practical processes of animation and to
enable them to develop an understanding of historical and contemporary animation
techniques. Learners will work on design, character, setting and narrative and will
then focus on a specific technique for the production of an animation sequence.

Unit introduction
Animation production is a significant activity in the creative media sector, not only
in high-profile television programmes such as Wallace and Gromit, but also in
feature films, mobile phone content, the internet, television advertising and the
computer games industry. Whilst there is still room for the traditional ‘craft’
techniques such as cel animation, computer-generated and aided animation is
increasingly being used, and in ways that allow for as much creativity as traditional
methods.
Learners will research the content and production techniques used in historical and
contemporary examples of work. Learners will develop understanding in such things
as persistence of vision, frame rates, stop-frame techniques and the production of
cells. This background will inform planning and production of work using one of the
traditional methods or a digital application for animation and provide a basis for
exploring and experimenting with animation techniques and content.
A successful career in animation requires good visual awareness and attention to
detail. It requires the ability to develop fresh ideas for content which will engage
the chosen audience. A good animator will take into account at all stages the role of
animation as communication, whether this be for entertainment or information.
Learners should always aim to move beyond simply creating moving shapes on a
screen.
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Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Know about animation techniques

2

Be able to develop ideas for an animation sequence

3

Be able to create an animation sequence

4

Be able to review own animation production.
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Unit content

1

Know about animation techniques
Techniques: zoetrope; kinetoscope; flick book; cel animation; rotoscoping;
drawn on film; digital applications; photographic stills; claymation; stop frame
Influential animation: eg Walt Disney, Hanna-Barbera, Warner Bros, Norman
McLaren, Len Lye, Aardman Animations
Contemporary uses: eg music videos, advertising, television programmes,
computer games, mobile phones, internet

2

Be able to develop ideas for an animation sequence
Considerations: audience; technique; style eg straight, comic, satirical, fantasy,
anime
Genres: eg children’s, music video, advertisement
Generation of ideas: visualisation; characters; backgrounds; storylines; audio;
working within technical limitations
Development of ideas: designs; drawings; storyboarding; consideration of
movement; continuity; frames per second; perspective; soundtrack design;
point of view eg changes or extents of an action or movement

3

Be able to create an animation sequence
Pre-production: eg scripts, sketches, models, materials, storyboard, set, music,
sound effects
Production: eg model making, set building, drafting, layout, point of view, key
frames, copywriting, audio recording, filming
Post-production: eg editing (cuts, transitions, timing, frame numbers), special
effects, sound mixing, soundtrack editing, soundtrack synchronisation

4

Be able to review own animation production
Finished product: compared with original intentions; appropriateness to
audience; technical qualities; aesthetic qualities; content; style
Production process: pre-production eg research, planning; production eg time
management, project management, technical competencies, creative ability,
own work, teamwork; post-production eg time management, project
management, technical competencies, creative ability, own work, teamwork
Sources of information: self-evaluation; documentation eg notes, sketches,
storyboards, production logs; comments from others eg audience, peers, tutors,
client
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present an idea for an animation
sequence

use animation techniques to create an
animation sequence that partially
realises intentions

review strengths and weaknesses of
own animation production work.

P2

P3

P4

170

M1

outline techniques employed in
animation

P1

present an imaginative idea for an
animation sequence
use animation techniques skilfully to
create an animation sequence that
clearly realises intentions
evaluate strengths and weaknesses of
own animation production work with
reference to precise and detailed
illustrative examples.

D3

D4

evaluate techniques employed in
animation with reference to precise
and detailed illustrative examples

D2

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner
is able to:
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describe strengths and weaknesses of
own animation production work with
some detail and with reference to
appropriate illustrative examples.

use animation techniques competently
to create an animation sequence that
mainly realises intentions

M3

M4

present a developed idea for an
animation sequence

M2

describe techniques employed in
animation with some detail and with
reference to appropriate illustrative
examples

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid
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Essential guidance

Delivery
The unit could be taught through a variety of activities. Short introductory practical
exercises might include the production of flip books and zoetrope strips to
demonstrate early development of the illusion of movement. Further practical
experimentation with various animation techniques can be encouraged with
screenings of professionally produced examples in advertising, music videos and
experimental film. Discussion of these examples should concentrate on the
animation method employed – they could, for example, be broken down frame by
frame to demonstrate the way in which the animation has been constructed,
whether it be claymation, pixilation, cel, cut-outs, mixed media or stop frame.
Analysis of specific texts should therefore be given great emphasis, looking
particularly at the strategies employed and the relationship of those strategies to
the technique used and the audience. This understanding will then inform the
production work.
Centres might opt to teach one form of animation to all their learners, in which
case a series of demonstrations, workshops and exercises designed to develop the
basic skills for that technique might be produced to take learners through a
structured programme. Alternatively, centres may prefer to let learners follow their
own interests, in which case the tutor’s role will be more that of a facilitator,
guiding learners towards sources of information and ensuring that they keep their
ambitions related to the potential of the available facilities.
Animation is a time-consuming business so, whichever approach is adopted, tutors
should guide learners carefully to ensure that they do not take on over-ambitious
projects. In considering what length of production they might think appropriate,
tutors should, of course, take into account the chosen method of production.
Initial ideas development and pre-production work can be broken down into specific
tasks by the tutor, or learners can negotiate the ordering of their own work at this
stage. Learners should be encouraged at this stage to concentrate on the process
of animation itself, rather than getting too caught up in associated aspects of
production such as set construction.
It is suggested that production and post-production tasks be monitored by the tutor
during a series of workshop sessions, with more formal sessions, including group
presentations, being used for evaluation of the production work.
Screenings of completed work should occur within the centre, possibly as part of an
exhibition event to a wider audience. Completed productions might also be
screened elsewhere in the locality, entered for festivals or uploaded to appropriate
websites. Learners will require some input into the process of reviewing their own
completed work.
Lectures and discussions should be incorporated into the teaching, along with a
programme involving visiting speakers or visits to, for example, animation studios,
festivals or cinema screenings.
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Assessment
Evidence for achievement of learning outcome 1 could be a written report, video
piece or a presentation by the learner. Presentations should be recorded for internal
and external verification purposes. Learners could also hand in notes on animations
they have watched.
Achievement of learning outcome 2 can be evidenced through various forms of
recording of exercises or group development activities. Notes, ideas boards and
spidergrams are all acceptable forms of evidence, along with sketches,
photographs, designs and storyboards. These can also be supported by tutor
observation.
Practical recording and editing activities that are monitored and notes by tutors
would provide evidence for achievement of learning outcome 3 as would the final
product. It is essential that for any group work all individual work is evidenced in
order to award an individual learner a grade for the unit. This should be supported
with initial minuted group discussions and role allocations, and final evaluation of
own work and team activity.
Evidence for achievement of learning outcome 4 can be in the form of a
presentation, a written report, or a structured statement in an audio or visual
medium.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
Centres should aim to develop relationships with local animation companies,
freelancers and model makers to develop a programme which includes visiting
speakers, workshops and work placements.
Animation is now widely commissioned by a range of organisations wishing to use
this medium to convey messages on websites. Some live brief work with external
clients will be valuable.
Publicly funded media centres will also provide a range of opportunities and
collaboration and contact details for these will be available through regional screen
agencies. These agencies exist to develop film and media in the UK. Their websites
provide much material for research and many of them include clips of production
work. They do not fund production work by students, but offer information about
the production, distribution and exhibition initiatives taking place across the UK:

•

www.bfi.org.uk – British Film Institute

•

www.em-media.org.uk/pages/home – East Midlands Media

•

www.filmagencywales.com – Film Agency for Wales

•

www.filmlondon.org.uk – Film London

•

www.firstlightmovies.com – First Light

•

www.northernirelandscreen.co.uk – Northern Ireland Screen

•

www.northernmedia.org – Northern Film and Media

•

www.northwestvision.co.uk – North West Vision and Media

•

www.scottishscreen.com – Scottish Screen

•

www.screeneast.co.uk – Screen East
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•

www.screensouth.org – Screen South

•

www.screenwm.co.uk – Screen West Midlands

•

www.screenyorkshire.co.uk – Screen Yorkshire

•

www.swscreen.co.uk – South West Screen

•

www.ukfilmcouncil.org.uk – UK Film Council.

Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, has a substantial section of its
website dedicated to careers, including job descriptions. Guidance about industry
roles and careers in animation is on Skillset’s website www.skillset.org/animation.
Further general information on work-related learning can be found at the following
websites:

•

www.aimhighersw.ac.uk/wbl.htm – work-based learning guidance

•

www.businesslink.gov.uk – local, regional business links

•

www.nebpn.org – National Education and Business Partnership Network

•

www.vocationallearning.org.uk – Learning and Skills Network

•

www.warwick.ac.uk/wie/cei – Centre for Education and Industry, University of
Warwick – work experience and workplace learning frameworks.

Essential resources
Access to a rostrum camera, an animation table and lighting will be required, as
well as camera equipment capable of frame capture and remote shutter control.
Many DV cameras come with animation modes and whilst some of these are less
than frame accurate, their use can be combined with existing video editing
applications.
Access to animation production software is required with domestic level applications
being suitable.
Construction space will be required to enable learners to make sets or models, as
well as sufficient studio space for a number of sets to be in place over the period of
an assignment.
Recording, editing and post-production facilities for sound will be required.
Libraries should have DVD resources as well as relevant and current information on
animation, filming techniques and digital animation and contemporary film-makers.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Bendazzi G – Cartoons: One Hundred Years of Cinema Animation
(John Libbey, 1995) ISBN 978-0861964454
Culhane S – Animation: From Script to Screen (Columbus Books, 1990)
ISBN 978-0312050526
Grant J – Masters of Animation (Batsford, 2001) ISBN 978-0713486287
Hall K and Holmes P – BTEC First in Media: A Practical Handbook (Edexcel, 2007)
ISBN 978-1846901980
Lord P – Cracking Animation: The Aardman Book of 3-D Animation
(Thames & Hudson, 2004) ISBN 978-050051190X
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McFarlane T and Beck J – Outlaw Animation: Cutting-edge Cartoons from the Spike
and Mike Festivals (Harry N Abrams, 2003) ISBN 978-0810991519
Noake R – Animation: The Guide to Animated Film Techniques
(McDonald and Co, 1988) ISBN 978-0356158721
Priebe K – The Art of Stop-Motion Animation (Delmar, 2006)
ISBN 978-1598632442
Shaw S – Stop Motion: Craft Skills for Model Animation (Focal Press, 2008)
ISBN 978-0240520556
Wells P – Understanding Animation (Routledge, 1998) ISBN 978-0415115973
White T – Animation from Pencils to Pixels (Focal Press, 2006)
ISBN 978-0240806709
White T – The Animator’s Workbook (Watson Guptill Publications, 1988)
ISBN 978-0823002292
Wiedemann J – Animation Now! (Taschen, 2007) ISBN 978-382283789X
Williams R – The Animator’s Survival Kit (Faber & Faber, 2002)
ISBN 978-0571202284

Websites
www.aardman.com

The home of Wallace and Gromit, a tour of
the studio and a showcase for Aardman’s
current offerings

www.anim8ed.org.uk

Anim8ed is an online animation resource
aimed at young people

www.awn.com

An electronic monthly publication devoted to
the art, craft and industry of animation,
featuring intelligent news, reviews,
commentary and opinion written by the
leading minds in the field today

www.filmeducation.org/primary/
animation/technique.html

The animation pages of Film Education

www.pixar.com

The company responsible for the films
Monsters Inc. and Toy Story. This site offers,
amongst other things, information on the
stages of production

www.wbanimation.warnerbros.com

Warner Bros
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Unit 14:

Working with Digital Art and
Design Briefs

Unit code:

L/502/4868

QCF Level:

2

Credit value:

10

Guided learning hours: 60

Unit aim
This unit introduces learners to working with digital technologies in art and design
briefs. Learners will explore the possibilities of different digital technologies and
processes and learn about the formulation, planning and production of digital art
and design.

Unit introduction
Digital art and design encompasses different areas; artists use digital-based
processes to produce digital fine art work, sometimes using photographic
processes, installation and digitally manipulated imagery amongst others. Digital
technologies are also harnessed to produce animated or time-based work.
Illustrators can work with digital imagery, or any combination of traditional
processes and digital-based production. Digital art and design offers exciting new
opportunities to create new forms of work and to involve, interact and collaborate
with audiences and participators.
Digital art and design briefs can also feature work that is closely related to the
graphic communication or new media industries. From digital artists working
independently or through digital communities, to companies exploring alternative
methods through which to communicate a corporate identity, there is a wealth of
outlets for digital art and design.
Learners will be taught how to select appropriate source materials, according to the
intention of the brief. They will learn how to identify and use the necessary
software, techniques, processes, equipment and peripherals to achieve the
intended outcome. Learners will experience aspects of producing digital art and
design, such as file management, file storage protocols, communication
technologies, pre-production and production methods. They will review their
outcomes against the original purpose or scope of the projects they work on.
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Learning outcomes
To achieve this unit a learner must:
1

Be able to create visual material using digital technology

2

Be able to plan and develop ideas for a digital art and design brief

3

Understand the successful characteristics and quality of digital art and design
work.
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Unit content

1

Be able to create visual material using digital technology
Visual material: screen-based eg JPEGS, 3D, projections, movies, animations,
sequences, prints, websites, galleries; artefacts eg 3D files
Digital technology: eg using digital photography, scanning, vector-based
graphics software, animation software, editing software; recording eg sources,
capture, downloads, imagery; use file saving conventions eg back-up digital
files, transfer digital files using peripherals, importing and exporting digital files
Health and safety: Health and Safety Act 1974, elimination of risk to self and
others; thinking and working safely within a studio environment; following the
appropriate COSHH guidance on materials and techniques

2

Be able to plan and develop ideas for a digital art and design brief
Plan and develop ideas: primary sources eg direct observational drawing,
painting, photography, video; secondary sources eg drawings, paintings,
pictures, photocopies, postcards, paper-based and online publications, libraries
and audio-visual sources; subject matter eg objects, places, people, galleries,
exhibitions, museums; planning eg storyboards, layouts, working drawings, preproduction, production, post-production, deadlines, reviews, alternative ideas,
drafts, sketches, emails, attachments, blogs, websites, animatics;
communicating eg audiences, clients, colleagues, collaborators
Explore and use: eg experimentation, testing, test pieces, models, sketches,
trial and error, handling, investigation, analysis
Materials, techniques and processes: materials eg traditional art and design
materials, digital technology, hardware, software; techniques eg image
manipulation, cloning, sampling, experimentation, interactive media, onscreen,
site-specific; processes eg 2D, 3D, time-based
Outcomes: eg initial ideas, preliminary work, drawings, photographs, scanned
imagery, found imagery, outline plan for production, identifying equipment,
peripherals and software required for production

3

Understand the successful characteristics and quality of digital art and
design work
Development of own and others’ work: compared with original intentions;
technical qualities; aesthetic qualities; impact, opportunities, limitations
Characteristics: analysis eg alternative options, exploring properties, effects,
uses, limitations, creative potential; suitability eg purpose, factors,
opportunities, constraints (time, specialist equipment, other resources, budget,
content), presentation; others’ projects eg similar briefs, commercial,
professional, success (projects, campaigns, influence)
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Production process: technical competencies; creative abilities; time
management
Sources of information: self-evaluation; comments from others eg audience,
peers, collaborators, tutors, client; documentation eg notes, recordings, notes
from feedback, production diaries
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M1

create visual material using digital
technology safely

plan and develop ideas and outcomes
for a digital art and design project

select materials, techniques and
processes for a digital art and design
brief

discuss successful digital art and design
work.

P1

P2

P3

P4
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compare and contrast experimental,
development and final creative work.

select materials, techniques and
processes, using them effectively for a
digital art and design brief

M3

M4

purposefully present coherent ideas for
a digital art and design project

M2

create effective and coherent visual
material using digital technologies

To achieve a merit grade the evidence
must show that, in addition to the pass
criteria, the learner is able to:

To achieve a pass grade the evidence
must show that the learner is able to:

Assessment and grading criteria
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evaluate experimental, development
and final creative work.

integrate diverse materials, techniques
and processes, using them creatively
and independently for a digital art and
design brief

D3

D4

independently present imaginative
ideas for a digital art and design project

independently and imaginatively, create
visual material using an assortment of
digital technologies
D2

D1

To achieve a distinction grade the
evidence must show that, in addition to
the pass and merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that they can meet all the learning
outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Assessment criteria and grading grid
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UNIT 14: WORKING WITH DIGITAL ART AND DESIGN BRIEFS

Essential guidance

Delivery
This unit can be delivered through a single art and design digital project, provided
the assignment is broken down into suitable stages where learners can be given
interim assessment and feedback.
Learners begin the unit by developing their responses to a brief. Learners may wish
to work to a self-generated brief, and tutors should support this provided they are
sure that it can fulfil the requirements of the unit. It may be possible to incorporate
a client- or employer-led live project. For example, a company or organisation local
to the centre may have a need for a digitally produced, marketing-related outcome.
Such an opportunity should be supported by tutors and may make a vocationally
relevant and interesting assignment. It is particularly rewarding for learners to
experience working with a client as well as their tutors, as this experience gives
them opportunities to develop communication and presentation skills.
Learning outcomes 1 and 2 require learners to identify their ideas and source
materials, and incorporate them into a proposal for the brief. Tutors should refer
learners to the scope and constraints of the brief at regular intervals at this stage,
to ensure that learners’ ideas and responses are fit for purpose and address the
requirements of the brief.
Learners will require tutor and technical support in order to create visual materials
using relevant digital-based technologies. The choice of production methods should
be clearly linked to the scope of the assignment and the intended outcome.
Learners should be taught how to use peripherals correctly, and to use aspects
such as file-saving and file-naming protocols, as they will need to present the
different stages of their assignment in an ordered format for assessment. Much of
this material may be in digital formats; therefore learners should carefully name
and save each file in an appropriate folder for retrieval at a later date. Learners
should also consider the final format for their outcome, ie a DVD with supporting
digital files; QuickTime movie or series of final JPEG files. If using short animated
sequences, learners should present all preliminary work and their production file at
assessment; this could include a synopsis, initial drawings, storyboards, animatics if
available and final sequence. Learners should consider the effectiveness of this
assignment in relation to the constraints of the brief; they might ask how well did
they meet the brief? What did the client/tutor/peer feedback tell them? How could
they have improved their project? This evaluation should be recorded in their work
journal or sketchbook, and included as part of their submission on the unit.
Learning outcome 3 is an opportunity for learners to reflect on their work while
drawing parallels with the work of others. Through visiting professionals and/or
through contacting others through email or blogs, learners gain a better
understanding of the working processes of others. Learners will need to be taught
how to record, analyse, modify and refine ideas for their work and working
processes. When reviewing work in progress, learners need to take into account
any technical or aesthetic problems. They will need to consider and document the
development of their ideas, use of media and quality of final outcomes. If the
learner has produced a working prototype then, as part of the evaluation, it will be
possible to carry out practical tests and this should allow a clear and objective
assessment of the outcome. When making modifications learners need to refine and
clarify their intentions and working practices. These modifications need to be
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documented and the final outcome saved and backed up in an appropriate format.
Learners will need to be taught how to present their work to suit the brief and the
intended audience.

Assessment
Assessment for this unit can be staged in order to provide an interim assessment
for learning outcomes 1 and 2, and to ensure that learners are supported through
the assessment process to achieve their full potential in the project. By providing
feedback on the suitability of their ideas and proposal, tutors will be able to direct
learners in enhancing and refining their project. The assessment of learning
outcome 1 can take the form of a presentation, supported by relevant preliminary
work and research notes. After the interim assessment, learners may need to
return to activities detailed through learning outcomes 1 and 2 in order to develop
their ideas further, and as a result of feedback. This will necessitate the final grade
for these outcomes being determined at the final assessment.
Evidence for achievement of learning outcomes 1 and 2 (P1, P2, and P3) will be
documentation showing ideas generation and development (written notes,
annotated sketchbooks, thumbnails, mood-boards, screen-grabs etc), and the
finished work. Documentation will indicate research done and will include source
material where relevant.
Evidence for achievement of learning outcome 3 (P4) could take the form of written
reports, oral presentations, video diaries, discussions, interviews and witness
observation. This evidence might be integrated with the evidence for learning
outcomes 1 and 2.

Employer engagement and vocational contexts
This unit may be taught through a live project. Centres should aim to develop links
with appropriate local organisations willing to support a project such as the digital
art and design brief shown in the outline learning plan.
Links with employers are essential to the delivery of the programme and for work
experience and employment.
Learners should be regularly informed and updated on progression routes to further
education and of job opportunities on completion of their course.
Vocational learning support resources:
•

Learning and Skills Network – www.vocationallearning.org.uk

•

business and finance advice, and local business links –
www.businesslink.gov.uk.

Creative and Cultural Skills, the Sector Skills Council for design, has launched the
web portal Creative Choices (www.creative-choices.co.uk). This portal has a range
of information about careers in the design sector, including job descriptions.
Skillset, the Sector Skills Council for creative media, provides details on its website
about careers and the industry (www.skillset.org) and has a regularly updated
news and events page.
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Essential resources
This unit will involve the delivery of an art and design brief that allows learners
sufficient opportunity to investigate and explore using digital art and design
techniques.
Learners will need access to specialist studios for image development and capture,
depending on the types of project being developed and the available resources.
Learners should be given suitable technical support to be able to gather and use
appropriate peripherals. All aspects of health and safety should be covered by
practical demonstrations led by tutors or technicians, for example the safe
operation of portable lighting. Access to suitable post-production facilities,
computer labs and software is essential. A venue for screening/installing or
displaying final outcomes is desirable.

Indicative resources
Textbooks
Berger J – 100 Habits of Successful Graphic Designers: Insider Secrets from Top
Designers on Working Smart and Staying Creative (Rockport, 2005)
ISBN 978-1592531882
Blais J and Ippolito J – At the Edge of Art (Thames & Hudson, 2006)
ISBN 978-0500238226
Caplin S and Banks A – The Complete Guide to Digital Illustration (Ilex, 2003)
ISBN 978-1904705000
Davies A and Fennessy P – Digital Imaging for Photographers (Focal Press, 1998)
ISBN 978-0240515908
Kerlow I – The Art of 3D Computer Animation and Effects (John Wiley, 2004)
ISBN 978-0470084908
Klanten R – Hidden Track: How Visual Culture is Going Places (Die Gestalten
Verlag, 2005) ISBN 978-3899550849
Klanten R – Illusive: Contemporary Illustration and its Context (Die Gestalten
Verlag, 2007) ISBN 978-3899551914
Popper F – Art of the Electronic Age (Thames & Hudson, 1997)
ISBN 978-0500279182
Wells L – Photography: A Critical Introduction, 4th Edition (Routledge, 2009)
ISBN 978-0415460873
Zeegan L – Digital Illustration: A Masterclass in Digital Image-Making
(RotoVision, 2005) ISBN 978-2880467975
Journals
British Journal of Photography
Computer Art magazine
Creative Review
Design magazine
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Websites
creativecommons.org

Creative Commons website, dedicated to
online sharing and collaboration of
resources

www.adobe.com

Art and design software

www.clickforart.com

Paintings and prints commercial site

www.computerarts.co.uk

Computer Arts magazine website

www.dafont.com

Online fonts

www.design-council.org.uk

The national strategic body for design

www.digitmag.co.uk

Online digital arts

www.filmeducation.org

Resources for film in education

www.flickr.com

Photo sharing website

www.northkingdom.com

Design agency showcase

www.otherthings.com/grafarc/
about.html

Graffiti archaeology

www.photojojo.com/content/tutorials
/ultimate-guide-to-time-lapsephotography

Time lapse photography website

www.saatchi-gallery.co.uk

The Saatchi Gallery online

www.tate.org.uk

The Tate Gallery website

www.zooomr.com/photos

Video and photo sharing website
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Further information
For further information please call Customer Services on 0844 576 0026 (calls may
be recorded for training purposes) or visit our website (www.edexcel.com).

Useful publications
Related information and publications include:

•

Guidance for Centres Offering Edexcel/BTEC QCF Accredited Programmes
(Edexcel, distributed to centres annually)

•

Functional skills publications – specifications, tutor support materials and
question papers

•

Regulatory arrangements for the Qualification and Credit Framework (published
by Ofqual) August 2008

•

the current Edexcel publications catalogue and update catalogue.

Edexcel publications concerning the Quality Assurance System and the internal and
external verification of vocationally related programmes can be found on the
Edexcel website and in the Edexcel publications catalogue.
NB: Some of our publications are priced. There is also a charge for postage and
packing. Please check the cost when you order.

How to obtain National Occupational Standards
Creative and Cultural Skills
Lafone House
The Leathermarket
Weston Street
London SE1 3HN
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

020 7015 1800
020 7015 1847
info@ccskills.org.uk
www.ccskills.org.uk

Skillset
Focus Point
21 Caledonian Road
London N1 9GB
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:
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20 7713 9800
020 7713 9801
info@skillset.org
www.skillset.org
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Professional development and training
Edexcel supports UK and international customers with training related to BTEC
qualifications. This support is available through a choice of training options offered
in our published training directory or through customised training at your centre.
The support we offer focuses on a range of issues including:

•

planning for the delivery of a new programme

•

planning for assessment and grading

•

developing effective assignments

•

building your team and teamwork skills

•

developing student-centred learning and teaching approaches

•

building functional skills into your programme

•

building in effective and efficient quality assurance systems.

The national programme of training we offer can be viewed on our website
(www.edexcel.com/training). You can request customised training through the
website or by contacting one of our advisers in the Training from Edexcel team via
Customer Services to discuss your training needs.
Our customer service numbers are:
BTEC and NVQ

0844 576 0026

GCSE

0844 576 0027

GCE

0844 576 0025

The Diploma

0844 576 0028

DiDA and other qualifications

0844 576 0031

Calls may be recorded for training purposes.
The training we provide:

•

is active – ideas are developed and applied

•

is designed to be supportive and thought provoking

•

builds on best practice.

Our training is underpinned by the LLUK standards for those preparing to teach and
for those seeking evidence for their continuing professional development.
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General qualifications

BTEC Level 4 HNC Diploma in
Art and Design/Fashion and
Textiles/Fine Art/Graphic
Design/Interactive
Media/Photography/
3D Design (QCF)

BTEC Level 4 Foundation
Diploma in Art and Design
(QCF)

BTEC Level 5 HND Diploma in
Art and Design/Fashion and
Textiles/Fine Art/Graphic
Design/Interactive
Media/Photography/
3D Design (QCF)

BTEC full vocationallyrelated qualifications

BTEC Short Courses
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4

5

6

7

8

QCF
Level

Progression opportunities within the framework.

The Edexcel/BTEC qualification framework for the Art and Design sector

Annexe A

Level 4 NVQ Design
Management (QCF)

NVQ/occupational
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2

3

QCF
Level

GCSE Short Course in Art and
Design

GCSE in Art and Design

GCE AS in Art and Design

GCE Advanced in Art and
Design

Level 2 NVQ Design Support
(QCF)
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BTEC Level 2 Subsidiary
Certificate, Certificate and
Diploma in Design (QCF)

BTEC Level 2 Award,
Certificate and Diploma in
Fashion and Clothing/
Graphic Design/Interactive
Media/Photography/Textiles/
Visual Arts/3D Design (QCF)
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BTEC Level 2 Certificate,
Extended Certificate and
Diploma in Art and Design
(QCF)

BTEC Level 3 Foundation
Diploma in Art and Design
(QCF)

Level 3 NVQ Design (QCF)

BTEC Level 3 Award,
Certificate and Diploma in
Design Crafts/Fashion and
Clothing/Fine Art/Graphic
Design/Interactive
Media/Photography/Textiles/
3D Design (QCF)

BTEC Level 3 Certificate,
Subsidiary Diploma, Diploma
and Extended Diploma in Art
and Design/Art and Design
(Design Crafts)/Art and Design
(Fashion and Clothing)/Art and
Design (Fine Art)/Art and
Design (Graphic Design)/
Art and Design (Interactive
Media)/Art and Design
(Photography)/Art and Design
(Textiles)/Art and Design
(3D Design)/(QCF)

Advanced in Applied Art and
Design

AS in Applied Art and Design

NVQ/occupational

BTEC Short Courses

BTEC full vocationallyrelated qualifications

General qualifications

BTEC Entry Level Award in Art
and Design (Entry 3) (QCF)

BTEC Level 1 Award,
Certificate and Diploma in
Fashion and Clothing/Graphic
Design/Interactive Media/
Photography/Textiles/Visual
Arts/3D Design (QCF)

BTEC Level 1
Award/Certificate/Diploma in
Art and Design (QCF)

GCSE in Art and Design

GCSE Short Course in Art and
Design

BTEC Short Courses

BTEC full vocationallyrelated qualifications

General qualifications
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Entry

1

QCF
Level

NVQ/occupational
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Annexe B
Wider curriculum mapping
Study of the Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2 qualifications give learners opportunities
to develop an understanding of spiritual, moral, ethical, social and cultural issues as
well as an awareness of citizenship, environmental issues, European developments,
health and safety considerations and equal opportunities issues.

Spiritual, moral, ethical, social and cultural issues
Throughout the delivery of these qualifications learners will have the opportunity to
actively participate in different kinds of decision making. They will have to consider
fair and unfair situations and explore how to resolve conflict. Working in small
groups they will learn how to respect and value others’ beliefs, backgrounds and
traditions.

Citizenship
Learners undertaking these qualifications will have the opportunity to develop their
understanding of citizenship issues.

Environmental issues
Developing a responsible attitude towards the care of the environment is an
integral part of this qualification. Learners are encouraged to minimise waste and
discuss controversial issues.

European developments
Much of the content of the qualification applies throughout Europe, even though the
delivery is in a UK context.

Health and safety considerations
Health and safety is embedded within many of the units in this qualification.
Learners will consider their own health and safety at work, how to identify risks and
hazards and how to minimise those risks.

Equal opportunities issues
There will be opportunities throughout this qualification to explore different kinds or
rights and how these affect both individuals and communities for example learners
will consider their rights at work and the rights of employers and how these rights
affect the work community.
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Annexe C
National Occupational Standards mapping
The grid below maps the knowledge covered in the Edexcel BTEC Levels 1 and 2
Specialist qualifications in Graphic Design against the general categories of the
Skillset and Creative and Cultural Skills National Occupational Standards.
KEY
# indicates partial coverage of the specified category of National Occupational
Standards
a blank space indicates no coverage.

Level 1
National Occupational
Standards

Units

CCSkills

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Design

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

Skillset
Animation
Interactive Media and Computer
Games
Photo Imaging

#

#

Level 2
National Occupational
Standards

Units

CCSkills

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Design

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

Animation

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

Design for the Moving Image

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

Skillset

Interactive Media and Computer
Games
Photo Imaging

#

#

#
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National Occupational
Standards
CCSkills

Units
11

12

13

14

#

#

#

#

Animation

#

#

#

Design for the Moving Image

#

#

#

Interactive Media and Computer
Games

#

#

#

Design
Skillset

Photo Imaging
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Annexe D
Glossary of accreditation terminology
The following information about these qualifications can also be found on the
Edexcel website.
Accreditation
start/end date

The first/last dates that Edexcel can register learners for a
qualification.

Certification
end date

The last date on which a certificate may be issued by Edexcel.

Credit value

All units have a credit value. The minimum credit value that
may be determined for a unit is one, and credits can only be
awarded in whole numbers. Learners will be awarded credits
for the successful completion of whole units.

Guided
Learning Hours
(GLH)

Guided learning hours are defined as all the times when a
tutor, trainer or facilitator is present to give specific guidance
towards the learning aim being studied on a programme. This
definition includes lectures, tutorials and supervised study in,
for example, open learning centres and learning workshops. It
also includes time spent by staff assessing learners’
achievements. It does not include time spent by staff in dayto-day marking of assignments or homework where the learner
is not present.

Learning Aims
Database

Link to the Learning Aims Database, which features detailed
funding information by specific learning aim reference.

Learning Aim
Reference

Unique reference number given to the qualification by the
funding authorities on accreditation.

Level

The level at which the qualification is positioned in the
Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF).

Performance
tables

These qualifications are listed on the Department for Education
(DfE) website School and College Achievement and Attainment
Tables (SCAAT) as performance indicators for schools and
colleges.

Qualifications
Accreditation
Number (QAN)

Unique reference number given to the qualification by the
regulatory authorities on accreditation.

Register of
Regulated
Qualifications

Link to the entry on the Register of Regulated Qualifications for
a particular qualification. This database features detailed
accreditation information for the particular qualification.
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Section 96

Section 96 is a section of the Learning and Skills Act 2000.
This shows for which age ranges the qualification is publicly
funded for under-19 learners.

Section 97

Section 97 is a section of the Learning and Skills Act 2000.
This shows whether the qualification is publicly funded for
learners aged 19 and over.

Title

The accredited title of the qualification.
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3

4

5

6

7

Level

BTEC Level 3 Award, Certificate,
Extended Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Level 3 Specialist Qualifications

BTEC Level 4 Award, Certificate,
Extended Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Level 4 Professional
Qualifications

BTEC Level 5 Award, Certificate,
Extended Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Level 5 Professional
Qualifications

BTEC Level 6 Award, Certificate,
Extended Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Level 6 Professional
Qualifications

BTEC Level 7 Award, Certificate,
Extended Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Level 7 Professional
Qualifications

BTEC Specialist and Professional
Qualifications on the QCF
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BTEC Award, Certificate, Extended
Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Level 3 Qualifications

BTEC Professional Award, Certificate and
Diploma

BTEC Level 4 Professional
Qualifications

BTEC Professional Award, Certificate and
Diploma

BTEC Level 5 Professional
Qualifications

BTEC Professional Award, Certificate and
Diploma

BTEC Level 6 Professional
Qualifications

BTEC Advanced Professional Award,
Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Level 7 Advanced Professional
Qualifications

BTEC qualifications on the NQF

BTEC Specialist and Professional qualifications

Annexe E
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BTEC Level 3 Certificate, Subsidiary
Diploma, Diploma and Extended Diploma

BTEC Level 3 Nationals

BTEC Level 4 HNC Diploma

BTEC Level 4 Higher Nationals

BTEC Level 5 HND Diploma

BTEC Level 5 Higher Nationals

BTEC qualification suites on the QCF

37+ credits

Diploma
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For qualifications on the QCF, the accreditation start date is usually 1 September 2010 or
1 January 2011.

13-36 credits

Certificate

For most qualifications on the NQF, the accreditation end date is normally 31 August 2010 or
31 December 2010.

1-12 credits

Award

QCF = Qualifications and Credit Framework

(vocational component of Foundation
Learning)

BTEC Entry Level 3 Award, Certificate and
Diploma

BTEC Entry Level Qualifications (E3)

QCF qualification sizes

BTEC Entry Level Award, Certificate,
Extended Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Entry Level Specialist
Qualifications

(vocational component of Foundation
Learning)

BTEC Level 1 Award, Certificate and
Diploma

BTEC Level 1 Qualifications

BTEC Level 2 Certificate, Extended
Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Level 2 Firsts

BTEC qualification suites on the QCF

NQF = National Qualifications Framework

E

1

BTEC Level 1 Award, Certificate,
Extended Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Award, Certificate, Extended
Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Level 2 Award, Certificate,
Extended Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Level 2 Specialist Qualifications

BTEC Professional and Specialist
Qualifications on the QCF

BTEC Level 1 Specialist Qualifications

2

Level

BTEC Level 1 Qualifications

BTEC Award, Certificate, Extended
Certificate and Diploma

BTEC Level 2 Qualifications

BTEC qualifications on the NQF
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